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Abstract 

The interface used to interact with the everyday computer is evolving, possibly 

towards embodied conversational agents (EGA/ agent). ECA,s are virtual characters 

with a body and persona that typically communicate with u~ers via natural language 
I 

speech. ECAs are successful in many ways and multi-ECA environments exist; yet 

there is a lack of results, especially pragmatic results , pertaining to a user's experience 

in multi-ECA environments. 

An experiment was realized, using a general framework built for simulating ECA 

groups, to understand user response to such groups. In particular, this experiment 

studies the difference in user response to a second additional agent in a single agent 

"group". 

WOZECA, a framework for simulating ECA groups, was built to accommodate 

ECA characteristics researched to date and facilitate ECA experiments. The frame-

work presents several ECA group interface characteristics using a behind-the-scenes 

operator and configurable video clips. This flexibility permits multiple different ex-

periments such as the one presented in this thesis. 

The experiment manipulates the number of embodied conversational agents (levels: 

1 and 2 ECAs) and agent behaviour (levels: neutral, positive) in a two factor, two 

level design. The experiment manipulated ECA behaviour. The literature suggests 

users will respond socially and naturally to the interface. This prompted the use 

of the following constructs to quantify user response: group cohesiveness, the user's 

emotional state (valence & arousal) and the group's impact on user self-efficacy. 

The results suggest that a second additional agent influences user response. Specif-

ll 



ically, ECA behaviour has more influence on group cohesion and valence than does 

the number of agents. Furthermore, group cohesion depends on the user's personal 

style, age and the ECA group's behaviour. WOZECA successfully simulated ECAs 
., 

during the experiment and is capable of a variety of future e~periments. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

• f 
l· 

., 
~ 

The everyday computer interface has evolved. It has progressed from the command 

line to the graphic user interface ( G UI), becoming richer and more complex at each 

step. Computers communicate in ways that are more familiar, more human, than 

before. One possible destination for this evolution of computer communication is the 

embodied conversational agent. 

According to Wooldridge [92, page 15], a computer agent is an autonomous com-

puter system in some environment that is capable of taking actions in the environment 

to further its design objectives. For example, satellite software that acts autonomously 

to diagnose and repair itself is an agent. A very different example of an agent is an 

on-line web-application that autonomously decides which items are of interest to the 

shopper. Wooldridge's definition of agent is broad, encompassing many dissimilar 

computer systems. This thesis focuses on a particular type of agent called embodied 

conversational agents. 

Agents comprised of a physical appearance and a persona that maintain a dialogue 

1 



. 
with human individuals are embodied conversational agents (ECA/agent). For exam-

ple, the real estate agent named Rea appears to the user on a large projection screen 

[19] and maintains a dialog with the user while selling virtual real estate; whereas 
. 

MACK answers questions at an information kiosk [80]. MACK appears to the user of 
4 

the kiosk as a life-sized blue robot able to converse using natural (English) language 

and to interact with the kiosk user via a paper map. Embodied conversational agents 

are stylized virtual people. 

Researchers are building the pieces that will make embodied conversational agents 

a reality. Some researchers work towards visual or gestural realism, others investigate 

the user-agent relationship and its interaction. The use of embodied conversational 

agents as computer system interfaces is motivated by a human desire for intuitive 

and social relationships built on the strength of cognitive accessibility and natural 

communication style [41, page 356]. Embodied conversational agents promise to 

provide a level of interaction familiar to the human individual. As Laurel points out: 

" ... technologies oHer new opportunities for creative, interactive experi
ences and, in particular, for new forms of drama. But these new opportu
nities will come to pass only if control of the technology is taken from the 
technologist and given to those who understand human beings, human 
interaction, communication, pleasure, and pain." [42] 

1.1 ECA Groups 

An area with many questions and few answers relates to how users respond and 

interact to groups of embodied conversational agents. Social groups such as academic 

groups, families, and sports teams are prevalent within society. These groups are 

a staple of human existence. One would expect ECA groups to benefit users in a 

2 
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similar manner that traditional human-only groups benefit members. For instance, 

interacting with a pedagogical ECA group has been shown to have benefits over 

interacting with a single pedagogical agent (e.g. [53, 33] Section 2.1). As Rieken, 

Maes, Shneiderman and Smith remarked: 

"tbe buman perspective is a crucial one in understanditig. tbe potential of 
[user interface} software systems wbicb are botb usable and useful for user 
tasks." [73] 

In other words, the success of ECA groups as an interface requires an understanding 

of user response to groups. 

1.2 Research Focus 

User response refers to the act of responding and replying to the ECA interfaces multi 

modal output as well as the entire interaction experience (e.g. emotional, analytical 

or spontane us response) . 

Little is known about user response to embodied conversational agent groups 

(Chapter 2). It is unclear how users will respond to the addition of a second agent 

to a single agent group. For example, a second agent may only be effective under 

specific conditions; ECA groups (with two ECAs or more) may only be desirable for 

certain tasks; and certain ECA attributes may be crucial in affecting user response. 

To date, it appears that users respond socially and naturally to media, including 

the (single) ECA interface. Since previous research focuses on the single ECA in-

terface, it does not clearly indicate which novel aspects of the ECA group interface 

affect user response and what group aspects are desirable. With multiple agents in 

3 



the ECA interface, user response to agent-agent interaction can be examined. Un-

like previous research, this thesis examines user response to agent-agent interaction 

within an ECA group and attempts to identify at least some aspects of a two-agent 

ECA group interface that are desirable. More specifically, 
4
this thesis presents an 

experiment, implemented on original multi-agent simulation software, that compares 

user response to a single ECA with user response to a two-agent ECA group, by 

examining specific psychological constructs that associated with positive group expe-

riences. Thus, the research gap of interest is the question of how users respond to the 

interaction between agents in a two-agent ECA group - whether their behaviour (i.e. 

agent-agent interaction) is more important than the group's additional agent. 

1.3 Thesis Overview 

To understand how users respond to an ECA group, a framework for simulating 

ECA groups was built (Chapter 3) and an experiment was realized using this general 

framework (Chapter 4). 

Drawing mostly on the one-user-one-agent literature, the review in Section 2.2 

suggests that characteristics such as gestures and learning are important to ECA 

group interfaces. A framework named WOZECA (Chapter 3) was built to accom-

modate these characteristics, to simulate ECA groups, and to facilitate ECA ex-

periments. WOZECA's flexibility permits a large variety of experiments such as 

the experiment presented in this thesis. WOZECA presents characteristics of ECA 

group interfaces using a behind-the-scenes operator and configurable video clips. The 

suggested characteristics provide a means for evaluating WOZECA as well as its 

4 



requirements. 

The experiment (Chapter 4) investigates the difference in user response in ECA 

groups due to the addition of a second agent to a single agent group. Since the liter-

ature (Section 2.3) indicates user response is affected by EC~ behaviour more than 

their appearance, the experiment manipulated the ECA groop's behaviour as well. 
I 

The experiment used two groups with two behaviours and measured user response 

to these four scenarios. The concepts , anthropomorphism (Section 2.3.1.1) and the 

Media Equation (Section 2.3.1.2) , suggest that users will respond socially and natu-

rally to the ECA interface. Theses prompted the use of constructs from psychology 

in order to assess user response. The constructs chosen include group cohesiveness, 

the user's emotional state (as valence & arousal) and user self-efficacy. 

The experiment results (Chapter 4, Section 4.5) suggest that the addition of a 

second agent to a one agent group influences user response. ECA behaviour was found 

to influence group cohesion and valence more than the number of agents, whereas 

arousal and self-efficacy changed over time. The results also suggest that the user's 

rating of group cohesion depends on their age and personal style as well as the ECA 

group's behaviour. 

The thesis concludes (Chapter 5) by suggesting improvements to WOZECA, 

highlighting the experiment's main results and proposing future work. Improving 

WOZECA's audio and video devices would improve the behind-the-scene operator's 

ability to respond to user statements. Two possible future directions are investigating 

ECA groups where the ECA members have conflicting views and building a better 

understanding of ECA meta-conversational requirements. 

5 



Chapter 2 

Background 

., 
4 

This chapter presents three different perspectives on embodied conversational agents 

(ECA) in interfaces and user response to these interfaces. The first perspective (Sec-

tion 2.1) discusses the literature on ECA groups. It demonstrates that users can re-

spond differently to a single agent and a multi-agent group, but provides little advice 

about this ifference. The second perspective (Section 2.2) examines the available, 

mostly one-user-one-agent, ECAs and proposes several characteristics likely to cause 

a user response. These characteristics are derived from important ECA features as 

reported by researchers. The final perspective (Section 2.3) discusses user response to 

interfaces and ECAs. It proposes that users respond socially to the interface and that 

an ECA's behaviour is more important than its appearance. Section 2.4 summarizes 

this chapter. 
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2.1 ECA Groups in User Interfaces 

Few researchers report on ECA groups in interfaces. However, the available literature 

suggests users can respond differently to a single ECA and a rpulti-ECA group. 

Reporting on early (1994) ECA research, Cassell et al. disc~ss a two ECA conver

' sational scenario [21] where two agents hold a multi modal conversation. The paper 

concludes that it is possible to automatically generate multi modal information to 

animate interactive dialogue. Unfortunately, user response to such an agent-agent 

conversation and relationship are not within the scope of Cassell et al. 's paper. 

Elva [95, 94] and Gamble [71] solicit a positive user response when many users 

simultaneously interact with one agent. Elva, built for autonomy and believability, 

responds intelligently and contextually to interactions. Gamble, an accepted and 

competent game player, is incapable of understanding off-topic discussions by the 

human players. The papers do not discuss user response in depth, nor do they address 

one user to many agent relationships. 

The Steve framework is pedagogical in nature, simulating military situations for 

training purposes [87, 82]. Rickel et al. conclude that virtual humans are limited 

by their spoken dialogue and domain task models; and that human-level intellect 

demands abilities such as planning, belief representation, communication, emotional 

reasoning and, most predominantly, integration of the latter. Although the framework 

demonstrates the one user to many agent relationship and Rickel et al. discuss current 

ECA limitations, the research does not report on user response to multiple ECA 

soldiers. 

Morishima et al. investigate a single user interacting with multiple ECAs from a 
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pedagogical perspective [53]. A user interacts with two ECAs within a collaborative 

learning system where one ECA fulfills the traditional role of pedagogical agent and a 

secondary ECA, called a co-learner, participat;s by learning alongside the user. The 
'I 

results show that the co-learner agent adds to the effectiveness i:>f the system and that 

the agent increases the positive impression of the application,' a result supported by 
I 

Juetal. [33]. 

2.1.1 ECA Groups Summary 

Pedagogical results show multiple agents help a user learn more effectively and suggest 

user response to multi-agent groups differs from a single agent. Use of multi-agent 

groups may improve ECA interfaces when users respond favourably to these multi-

agent interfaces. 

2.2 Characteristics of ECAs 

To gain a greater understanding of user response to ECA groups, this thesis moves 

from the multi-agent literature to the more extensive one-user-one-agent literature. 

The one user one agent ECAs often exist in some form whether robotic or virtual, 

operate within an environment such a hallway or laboratory, and typically claim some 

form of autonomy to their being. This perspective examines the ECA's characteris-

tics expected to affect user response. The underlying assumption is: if researchers 

focus on particular ECA characteristics, such as hand gestures, then these researchers 

attribute importance to said characteristics. Since a comprehensive model of ECA 

characteristics is nonexistent, the following original categories (suggested by the au-
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thor) of characteristics are offered to assist in reviewing these ECA systems. 

• Physical awareness is an agent's ability to track or manipulate physical objects 

in the user's space and hold communica·tions with respe.yt to these objects. , 
~ 

• Communicational awareness is an agent's ability to understand varying methods 

of conversation (speech or text) and conversation subtleties. 

• Learning is characterized by the use of multi modal interaction with human 

users as ECA learning input. That is, the user trains the ECA via speech and 

gestures. 

• Gesture coordination and understanding is an ECA's ability to communicate to 

their user's without speech or text. 

• An ECA accounting for (e.g. changing behaviour) and updating information 

representing the user's emotional state is considered to be modeling emotional 

state. 

• An ECA's persona consists of their appearance (visual manifestion), role (pur-

pose), back-story, behaviour patterns and emotions. The ECA persona is one 

of the least developed aspects of the ECA and, in many cases, their persona is 

restricted to their function. 

For each embodied conversational agent surveyed in the remainder of this subsec-

tion, characteristics addressed in the associated research will be indicated in italics 

in the text describing that agent. 
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2.2.1 ARMAR II 

Collaborative Research Center 588 located in Karlsruhe (Germany) focuses on teach-

ing cooperative multi modal robots adaptati~n to temporal commonplace environ
., 

ments and creating humanoid robot systems capable of intePa.cting with humans in 

I 
a human-centered environment (27]. ARMAR II, a rather sop,histicated human-like 

robot, localizes and tracks users both visually and audio-visually (physical awareness); 

once localized ARMAR communicates with users in a natural fashion using speech 

(communicational awareness) and gestures (gesture coordination f3 understanding) . 

2 .2 .2 A utoTutor 

Graesser et al. of the University of Menphis, in collaboration with the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (MIT), developed AutoTutor (AutoTutor 3D) a pedagogical 

(persona) embodied conversational agent (30, 1]. AutoTutor, located on the left half 

of the computer monitor, helps a student in subjects such as physics using natural dis-

course (communicational awareness) and an interactive three dimensional simulation 

of the physical environment. Graesser et al. wish to extend AutoTutor's capabilities 

by incorporating a model of the student's emotional state (emotional state) derived 

from dialogue patterns (learning) that occur while tutoring. This would result, for 

example, in AutoTutor leading a frustrated student on a positive learning trajectory 

with quality hints. 

10 



2.2.3 Elva 

Elva, an embodied tour guide (persona) created at the National University of Sin-

gapore by Yuan, Chee et al., provides tours .. of a virtual gallery [95, 94]. Unlike 
I 

most embodied conversational agents, Elva interacts with a vittualized human group 

rather than a single individual. Gallery visitors communic~t~ with her by typing 

text into a chatter box (text field) and she replies with text messages ( communica-

tional awareness). This conversational interaction is similar to Internet Relay Chat 

(IRC). Visually, Elva is a full-bodied on screen female presence (persona) sharing the 

visitor's virtual space. The research focuses on autonomy and believability using a 

four layer software design to handle group interaction. Underlying Elva is a knowl-

edge base allowing Elva intelligent and contextually relevant responses to interactions 

(communicational awareness). 

2.2.4 Gamble 

The Gamble project, by Rehm et al. located at the University of Augsburg (Ger-

many), studies multi party interactions where one member of the group is a Greta 

ECA [71]. A prior study saw the Gamble agent as an accepted and competent game 

player (persona). However, the social interactions that occurred, such as off-topic 

discussions by the human players, were beyond Gamble's capabilities. Rehm et al. 

's future work will focus on Gamble perceiving off-topic discussions and comments 

referring to the agent (communicational awareness). Gamble will also integrate an 

assessment of the user's emotional state during game play (emotional state). 

11 



2.2.5 Gandalf and Mirage 

While at MIT, Krist inn et al. realized Gandalf, an agent capable of perceiving multi 

modal acts and responding in a comparable .. manner [85] (gesture coordination f3 
'! 

understanding). Gandalf draws upon its knowledge of the ~lar system to explain 
I 

and converse with those interested (communicational awareness). Dialogue between 

Gandalf and the user is not limited to speech but, may include, gestures such as 

pointing. In other words, Gandalf responds with speech, gaze, facial and manual 

gestures, and head movement. 

The ECA Mirage, also created by Kristinn and students at Comlumbia University, 

improves over Gandalf by occupying the same physical space as the individual with 

whom Mirage interacts [86] (physical awareness). The space sharing is accomplished 

with special glasses (Sony LDI-DlOOB) that superimpose Mirage on the user's visual 

world. Furthermore, Mirage appears to move or remain stationary independently of 

the user via orientation and position tracking of the user's hand and head, providing 

a unique interaction experience compared to other embodied conversational agents. 

2.2.6 Greta 

Greta is an embodied conversational agent conceived by Pelachaud et al. with pre-

liminary work in Rome and, subsequently, at the University of Paris 8 [67]. Using 

a three dimensional virtual face, Greta visually expresses several human emotions 

(emotional state). 

A more recent Greta [68] is endowed with a body able to express emotions in a 

similar manner as her face. A six dimensional expressivity model coordinates the 

12 
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behaviours resulting in temporal emotional expressions such as surprise. According 

to Pelachaud et al. user perception of the Greta's expressivity model is relatively 

positive- the model successfully expresses emotion some of the time- yet, more work 

is required to perfect that which is already in place. 
., 

2.2.7 iCat 

Breemen et al. , working at Philips Research, devised a robotic research platform 

called iCat1 [17]. iCat is a 38 centimeter tall immobile yellow cat-like robot2 ; its ap-

pearance is crafted to expedite a social relationship (persona) between it and its user. 

People are motivated to interact with iCat because the robot performs personalized 

domestic functions such as altering a room's ambiance (music and lighting) (persona). 

2.2.8 Laura 

Laura is a component of the FitT:rack program, conceived by Bickmore (Northeastern 

University) and Picard (MIT Media Laboratory), that targets or motivates exercise 

adoption (persona) and, in particular, permits study of relational behaviour in long 

term human-agent relationships [8, 10]. Participants desiring health behavior change 

interact with Laura (approximately ten minutes daily) via inputs consisting of "text-

phrase" menus and a range of outputs such as synthesized voice, hand gestures, walk-

ing on and off screen, four different facial expressions, wide to close-up camera shots 

1 An interesting aspect of iCat is that Philips Research has chosen to make the iCat platform 
available to universities and research laboratories. The platform contains a software component 
called Open Platform for Personal Robotics (OPPR) which enables the programmer to probe the 
system during runtime as well as add and remove modules. FUrthermore, graphical tools exist 
facilitating creation of animations for the robot. 

2The iCat robot resembles a child's plastic toy; one might suspect that the look of future version 
will need to match the owner's personality a little more. 
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and several idle-time behaviors (communicational awareness and gesture coordination 

f3 understanding). 

2.2.9 Leo 

Breazeal at al. research socially intelligent robots [15) and embodied conversational 
I 

agents in the form of Leo [16). Leo is not fully conversational for he can not speak, 

however communication between Leo and his user (teacher) is bidirectional. Leo uses 

multi modal output such as gestures and facial expressions to communicate his desires 

whereas users may speak and gesture such as pointing (communicational awareness 

and gesture coordination f3 understanding). The research objective is to render robots 

more efficient, enjoyable and intuitive during human-robot interaction with a special 

focus on human-robot interaction where humans act as teachers (learning). 

2.2.10 MACK 

MACK is an embodied conversational agent who answers questions at an information 

kiosk (persona) situated in MIT's media lab [80). MACK appears to the user on a 

screen as a life-sized blue robot who understands (English) speech, senses the user 

with a pressure-sensing chair mat (physical awareness) and perceives user actions 

that occur on a paper map placed a top a Wacom tablet. With MACK's use of 

speech, his ability to highlight areas of the map using an LCD projector and his 

synchronized head, eye and arm movement, questions posed by a user such as "Tell 

me about tbis" (user pointing to a specific research group on the map) are answered 

(communicational awareness and gesture coordination f3 understanding). 
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An enhanced MACK recently tested a model of Face-to-Face grounding - a mech-

anism by which conversational participants, verbally or non-verbally, confirm an un-

derstanding (gesture coordination f3 understanding). When a question is asked of 

MACK, he responds and awaits grounding behaviour such as a ··verbal "OK" or a non
~ 

verbal blank-stare. Nakano et al. [57] conclude that a more s~phisticated grounding 

strategy than the one tested is warranted to distinguish sounds that may or may not 

be speech or varying levels of miscommunication. 

2.2.11 Mel 

Sidner et al. research using a robotic penguin, Mel, that opens and closes his beak, 

flaps his wings, didactically points at objects with a laser light attached to his beak 

and outputs speech3 [77] (communicational awareness and gesture coordination f3 un-

derstanding). Enhanced with a camera, Mel employs contextual dialogue information 

to predict and discern head gestures such as a horizontal head shake [52]. Lexical 

features derived from spoken words, punctuation features such as a comma, timing 

features such as the end of a sentence, and gesture features such as pointing may 

influence the listener's feedback. Sidner et al. conclude that context derived from 

features improves Mel's gesture recognition. 

2.2.12 NUMACK 

At Northwestern University, NUMACK (similar to MACK Section 2.2.10), an em-

bodied conversational agent, answers questions related to locations and buildings on 

3Speech is generated and recognized with ffiM's (java based) Via Voice JSAPI. 
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campus [38] (persona). Kopp et al. discuss the integration of arm and hand motion to 

convey spatial and visual information related to an object or event relevant to current 

dialogue. NUMACK can associate image features with their discrete gestural forms 
. 

(iconic gestures) using an integrated and real-time micro-plaJning software process 
4 

(gesture coordination f3 understanding). 

2.2.13 Rea 

Rea, an ECA that sells real estate (persona) in the Boston area, is likely the most 

well-known embodied conversational agent. Rea, developed by Cassell et al. [19, 9], 

appears life-sized on a large projection screen from which she is capable of maintaining 

a multi modal interaction with the prospective real estate buyer - the user. To 

support a natural interaction, Rea employs two cameras that track head and hand 

position as well as movement (physical awareness), and a microphone for audio input. 

Rea's multi modal responses, managed by several computers, involve speech (with 

intonation), facial expressions and hand gestures (communicational awareness and 

gesture coordination f3 understanding). In order to augment a user's trust (in Rea), 

she performs small talk - casual or trivial conversation - and task talk - purposeful 

conversation. Rea's discourse planner can interleave small talk and task talk smoothly 

transitioning between both modes of discourse (communicational awareness). 

2.2.14 Steve 

Rickel et al. created the pedagogical ECA system Steve, located at the University 

of Southern California Information Sciences Institute [87, 82]. Multiple Steve agents 
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are projected on an eight foot tall screen that encompasse~ the viewer (150 degree 

arc 12 foot radius) and a comparable audio experience originates from ten speakers 

and two sub-woofers providing spatialized sound. The totality is an immerse virtual 
. 

experience, called the Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE) system, designed to teach 
4 

leadership skills in high risk social scenarios (persona) and exl}.ibit the implementing 

technologies (ECA/virtual human). 

In order to construct a successful three dimensional virtual world, the Steve agents 

require planning algorithm for movement and displacement (physical awareness), sen-

sitivity to human gaze, the use of gaze for referencing objects and regulating turn-

taking in team dialogue (communicational awareness). Furthermore, the MRE sys-

tern includes natural language comprehension and understanding, speech recognition, 

computation of emotional states (emotional state) and dialogue. 

2.2.15 Valerie 

At Carnegie Mellon, Valerie, a roboreceptionist and embodied conversational agent, 

is a permanent installation in Newell-Simon Hall as part of the Social Robots Project 

(SRP) [28]. The goal of the SRP is to study long-term human-robot social interac-

tions. Valerie's interactions are multi modal; gathering information via a keyboard, 

speech recognition software (communicational awareness), a range finder (for track-

ing users) (physical awareness) and a card reader. The card reader allows Valerie to 

remember relevant user information over multiple separate interactions. To express 

herself, Valerie speaks (text-to-speech) and produces facial expressions (gesture co-

ordination 8 understanding) on a flat screen positioned on top of her body (B21r 
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mobile robot created by iRobot). 

In collaboration with the Carnegie Mellon School of Drama, an elaborate back

story was imagined including a singing career and a love life (persona). Her life

story evolves as time progresses in a similar fashion to realitf TV and soap operas. 

These new pieces of Valerie's life, conveyed through monologues styled as telephone 

conversations, exist to keep users interested. 

The Social Robots Project has seen Valerie replaced by Tank [3) in an effort to 

improve and better understand social human-robot interaction. 

2.2.16 ECA Characteristics Summary 

Embodied conversational agents are truly crippled by their limited persona (see sum

mary table 2.1). The most diverse aspect of ECA persona is appearance. Very few 

agents have back-stories, behaviour patterns (personality) and emotions. Perhaps 

this shortcoming relinquishes ECAs to pedagogical or subservient roles (information 

dispensers). There appears to be more interest in physical awareness, learning, and 

modeling the user's emotional state. For example, physical awareness, for many 

ECAs, involves tracking the user but little beyond this action. 

On the other hand, many ECAs converse using "direct statement based" text or 

speech (communication awareness) and others concentrate on communication using 

gestures (gesture coordination and understanding). Gesture communication is typi

cally restricted to arm movement (or something equivalent such as a laser pointer) and 

facial expressions, although several ECAs understand speech with matching simplistic 

gestures. These ECAs have difficulty with (complex) conversation and conversation 
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Table 2.1: Summary ofECA Characteristics. _fhysical Awareness (PAW), Communi

/ 
cational Awareness (CAW), Learning (LEA), Gesture Coordi~tion & Understanding 

(GCU), Emotional State (EMO), Persona (PER) (*indicates ~~lejappearance aspect 

of persona only, for definitions of these terms see Section 2.2). 

ECA I PAW I CAW I LEA I GCU I EMO I PER I 

ARMAR II v v v 
Auto Tutor v v v * 

Elva v * 

Gamble v v * 

Gandalf/Mirage v v v 
Greta v 

I iCat * 

Laura v v * 

Leo v v v 
MACK/NUMACK v v v * 

Mel v v 
Rea v v v * 

Steve v v v 
Valerie v v v v 
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' 
that differs from gesture. For example, a user speaking "right" yet pointing "left", or 

communication not directed at the ECA but making reference to it such as "I think 

tbe EGA, Ace, is unintelligent" . Coordinating both forms of communication into one 

that is seamless and comprehensive is an ongoing challenge. 
~ 

Given the above, these characteristics (physical awareness, <iommunicational aware-

ness, learning, gesture coordination and understanding, modeling the user's emotional 

state and persona) are expected to affect user response to ECAs and ECA groups. 

Hence, they are considered in the design, creation and evaluation of the ECA group 

simulation framework described in Chapter 3. 

2 .3 User Response to ECAs and the Interface 

This perspective extends the understanding of user response developed in the previous 

perspective (Section 2.2) by concentrating on the literature that directly addresses 

user response to interfaces and ECAs. Knowledge gained in this perspective is applied 

to the ECA group simulation framework as well as the design of the experiment. 

This perspective begins by discussing two prominant concepts in the literature: 

anthropomorphism (Section 2.3.1.1) and the Media Equation (2 .3.1.2) . Both of which 

suggest that users will respond socially to the ECA interface. In other words, users 

are expected to respond socially to ECA appearance and behaviour. 

Subsequently, the thesis examines user response to appearance (Section 2.3.2) and 

behaviour (Section 2.3.3). These sections expose the user's need for consistency in 

appearance and behaviour as well as suggesting behaviour's effect on user response is 

stronger than appearance. 
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2.3.1 User Response is Social and Natural 

2.3.1.1 Anthropomorphism 

Anthropomorphism is a behaviour in which hu·mans attribute ,human-like features to 
' 
~ 

non-human entities such as chairs, animals or computers [25] . . For example, a car ex-
' 

periencing mechanical or electrical failure is referred to as dying or dead even though 

the car is never alive. In the domain of human-computer interaction (HCI4 ) begin-

ners anthropomorphize more than experts [25]. A beginner will describe a computer 

application's behaviour as uncooperative when the application does not perform as 

expected whereas an expert is more likely to attribute the application's performance 

(or usability) to poor programming and design. A novice, given any new situation, 

lacks a conceptual understanding of the mechanics underlying the new situation and 

a precise vocabulary to express these mechanics. Novice users employ common-place 

social metaphors in order to communicate their situation to their peers. Anthorpo-

morphism C(')nsiders human-computer interfaces as social in nature. 

2.3.1.2 The Media Equation 

According to Reeves and Nass the "interactions witb computers, television, and n:ew 

media are fundamentally social and natural" [70]. This tendency for media to "equal" 

real life is Reeves and Nass' Media Equation. Although the Media Equation is similar 

to anthropomorphism, they are distinct and distinguishable concepts. 

Users of varying abilities, from novices to experts, routinely deny their applica-

tion of social rules to computer interaction [70]. Anthropomorphic behaviour fades 

4The study of design, evaluation and implementation of computing system interfaces. 
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as users acquire the vocabulary and concepts required to communicate their situation 

whereas the Media Equation survives a user's interaction with media [70]. Even sim-

plistic (poor, crude) technology can provoke and manipulate a user's social behaviour 
. 

[61, 60]. Consider the example where Lee et al. created social presence with a com
~ 

puter voice [45]. A users' feeling of social presence, "the sen~ that other intelligent 

beings co-exist and interact with you" [45], was affected by computer voices includ-

ing synthesized voices. In particular, users preferred written text or speech, either 

extrovert or introvert, matching their own personalities. The Media Equation casts 

human-computer interaction as similar to human-human, and group, interaction. 

2.3.2 User Response to Appearance 

Common wisdom warns against deriving a conclusion from an appearance but in-

evitably people do. User response to embodied conversational agents is no different; 

users make superficial judgments [93]. 

In some cases, users have identified with the physical components of the computer 

rather than the on screen windows [83]. Likewise, the physical or virtual elements 

constituting an embodied conversational agent depend on circumstance. Users may 

create the head and body dichotomy using the components that appear most suitable. 

For example, users are likely to perceive Valerie's [28] robotic parts as her body 

whereas Rea [19] exists entirely on screen. 

Embodied conversational agents are subject to anthropomorphic expectations and 

acceptance by commonality [25, 24]. That is, the embodied conversational agent's 

appearance implies its functionality and character. A simple example is an agent's 
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' ethnicity affecting the user's attitudes. When the ECA and user have similar ethnicity, 

the embodied conversational agent is perceived as more socially attractive, similar and 

trustworthy [43, 22]. In an experiment where user-ECA similarity is brought to an 
. 

extreme and users interact with their own face the computer iJ perceived as more fair 
~ 

and trusting, and comments made by the computer are reme:rllbered more positively 

[58]. Computer users are affected not only by the appearance of the ECA but also 

by the quality of the visual image. A more realistic embodied conversational agent 

is thought to be more useful, friendly and intelligent, and to understand users better 

[18, 93]. 

Superficial judgment of embodied conversational agents is not restricted to their 

visual appearance. Nasset al. [59] demonstrated that users perceive computer gener-

ated voices as having personality. In the study, students listened to book descriptions 

after which they evaluated their experience. The students were influenced by the 

reviewer's voice, perceiving the personality of the reviewer differently depending on 

the voice. 

Users interacting with ECAs derive conclusions from the embodied conversational 

agent's multi modal output. Multi modal output consistency is extremely important; 

inconsistencies in output modalities degrade the user's experience and efficacy of the 

ECA [18]. For example, if an ECA's appearance is very realistic and its voice is 

clearly synthetic then users will react negatively to this inconsistency in output. The 

opposite is also true, a realistic voice paired with a computer generated image has a 

negative impact on user experience. The computer appearance and voice must match 

[22]. 

The user imposes their desire for consistency on the interaction scenario preferring 
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embodied conversational agents that reflect the context of the interaction [91, 81]. For 

example, medical advice is better accepted by an embodied conversational agent that 

acts and looks like a doctor, or advice on the purchase of a car would be better 
., 

accepted from an ECA that acts and looks like a mechanic. ~ 

I 

2.3.3 User Response to Behaviour 

An ECA's social intelligence is its ability to maintain a dialogue with a user such 

that the ECA appears to behave as a normal individual (e.g. the ability to carry 

a regular conversation, possibly over multiple separate interactions). An embodied 

conversational agent's social intelligence has a significant effect on the user-ECA 

interaction. Users judge ECA behaviour as more important than appearance [24]. 

For example, an ECA's intelligence is established by its ability to interact socially not 

by its image [37]. An embodied conversational agent incapable of social intelligence 

quickly becomes uninteresting and, perhaps, even annoying. Users engaged in long-

term interaction with Laura found her repetitive, diminishing the user experience [10]. 

Likewise, when users obtained text editing help from an embodied conversational 

agent their perception of the agent substantially improved if irrelevant suggestions 

were avoided [93]. 

Successful embodied conversational agents will likely engage and captivate their 

users intellectually through similar psychological phenomena present in human rela-

tionships. Very little is required to socially engage users with even crude computer 

applications manipulating social behaviour [14] and having (in some sense) personali-

ties [60]. Minimal social triggers create computers with personality and these triggers 
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solicit a response comparable to human-human interaction. For example, Rickenberg 

et al. [72] confirmed, whether electronically or in person, the notion of being observed 

by an animated character impacted anxiety and performance5 similarly to when ob

served by a person. Consider another example where a basi~1 language with certain 

characteristics (a infinitive tenses, elementary utterances cor:ilposed by co-ordinated 
I 

clauses, a limited vocabulary and highly restricted dialogue) generated the notion 

of anthropomorphism greater than that attributed to a computer without this basic 

language [25]. 

Users require queues such as distinct voices to consider an embodied conversa-

tional agent as human [62]. The question remains as to which cues create socially 

interesting human-like ECAs. One possibility is to imbue agents with the same char-

acteristics that captivate viewers when watching cartoons; that is, uniqueness will 

make ECA characters more interesting and consequently believable [47]. A more 

general proposition by Hayes-Roth and Doyle (1998) is to construct (ECA) charac-

ters with ten specific qualities: back-story, appearance, content of speech, manner of 

speaking, manner of gesturing, emotional dynamics, social interaction patterns, role 

and role dynamics [4 7]. These characteristics are meant to provide synthetic char-

acters such as ECAs with lively autonomy and individual personas. For example, 

appearance conveys "race, size, build, hair color and style, weight, age, and gender 

- and certain elements of the characters personal history and temperament such as 

socioeconomic background and style" [4 7]. These attributes distinguish one ECA 

from another, building individuality between ECAs; similarly, each of the ten specific 

qualities help create distinct ECAs. 

5 Users performed not as well and were more anxious. 
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2.3.3.1 Appearance and Behaviour Consistency 

Agents consistent in appearance and behaviour are likable and believable (examples 

of research supporting consistency [91, 81 , 4, 6~, 26]). The multi modal output, social ., 
' 

intelligence, emotions, appearance, and other aspects of the embodied conversational 

agent must be synchronized. 

2.3.3.2 An Alternate Perspective and Its Consequences 

There is fairly strong evidence (e.g. [70] and its backing research, [43], [22]) supporting 

the Media Equation and, in context of computers, the computer as a social actor 

(CASA). Although this thesis subscribes to CASA, there exist several instances where 

users have reacted contrary to CASA [29, 76, 11]. That is, users react socially but they 

do not react as they would towards other people - their human-computer interaction 

does not mirror their human-human reaction. 

Goldstein et al. [29] demonstrated that people are not always polite towards small 

computers such as personal digital assistants, challenging a previous results by Reeves 

and N ass. Shechtman et al. [76] constructed an experiment where users were led to 

believe that they interacted with either a computer or a human (via a computer 

interface); when, in fact, both groups interacted with a single computer program. 

Their results describe a "media inequality" [76] where the groups respond differently 

to identical cues. Similarly, Bonito et al. [ 11] did not find a linear relation between 

human-like features in the interface and a positive evaluation of the interface (more 

features implies a more positive evaluation), though they expected one. 

Much of the research supporting how users respond to ECA appearance and be-
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haviour presents hypotheses, discussions and conclusions in context of CASA - users 

reacting socially towards computers as they would towards other people. In absence 

or refutation of CASA, the explanation of research results (why users responded as 
. 

they did) may require the introduction of a new paradigm. In 6ther words, if user re-
4 

sponse is not captured by CASA, then there may exist anothe:ri overarching paradigm 

typifying user response. Futhermore, the logical arguments that assume CASA be-

come more tenuous. For example, consider the experiment presented in Chapter 4. 

The experiment's hypotheses are based on the expectation that CASA applies to the 

experiment's context. The experiment's hypotheses may still be supported by results 

however the logical arguments applying a social (psychological, etc.) model to user 

response may require re-examination. In absence of CASA, it is likely that user re-

sponse is due to other factors present in the interface, and not due to those factors, 

injected into the interface, meant to build social interaction. Without CASA, the ob-

served response remains but the suggested reason behind such an observed response 

becomes questionable. 

2.3.4 User Response to ECAs Summary 

Not only do users engage in anthropomorphic descriptions applying social terminol-

ogy to their computer interactions, the Media Equation proposes human-computer 

interaction as fundamentally social in nature. In this light, embodied conversational 

agents are social actors6 performing on the social stage and being judged accordingly. 

Thus, user response to ECAs and ECA groups is expected to parallel an individual's 

6 Embodied conversational agents as social actors is similar to computers as social actors (CASA); 
terminology derived from a publication authored by Nass and colleagues [61] 
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response to social scenarios. 

Superficial judgment and expectations dominate user response to embodied con-

versational agent appearance, however, entertaining the user intellectually is more 
. 

important. That is, behaviour is more effective in user respbnse than appearance. 
~ 

Consider examples drawn from past and present communication: written communi-

cation such as the letter, electronic mail and cell phone text-messaging provide social 

interaction without visual stimulus. 

This section reinforces elements of persona (Section 2.2) as an important ECA 

characteristic in effecting user response. During the design, creation and evaluation 

of an ECA group simulation framework (Chapter 3), special consideration is given to 

appearance and behaviour. 

This section suggests that ECA behaviour appears to have a greater effect than 

appearance and is manipulated during the experiment (Chapter 4). This includes 

modifying an ECA's behaviour in an attempt to increase the user's response to ECA 

groups. 

2.4 Summary 

Users can respond differently to a single agent versus multiple agents. However, 

understanding of this difference in response remains poor. A survey of ECAs sug-

gest certain characteristics (physical awareness, communicational awareness, learning, 

modeling the user's emotional state, gesture coordination & understanding, and per-

sona) are candidates for affecting user response. Furthermore, literature reports that 

the user responds socially (naturally) to the interface, that ECA behaviour and ap-
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pearance affect user response and that ECA behaviour has a greater influence than 

appearance. These characteristics and aspects of user response are considered in a 

system designed to simulate ECA groups (Chapter 3) and the user's social approach 

I 
to the interface and their strong response to ECA behaviour irppact the design of the 

experiment (Chapter 4). 

I 
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Chapter 3 

WOZECA - A Framework for ECA 

Experiments 

This chapter introduces WOZECA and the motivation behind its construction in 

Section 3.1. The remainder of this chapter describes WOZECA starting with an 

overview (sootions 3.2 and 3.3) and moving to implementation details such as protocols 

(Section 3.4) and movie clip production (Section 3.5). It concludes with an evaluation 

of WOZECA (Section 3.6). 

3.1 Motivation and Previous Work 

An environment is required to examine user response to embodied conversational 

agent groups. Implementing a group of ECAs similar to those seen in Section 2.2 is 

prohibitively time consuming and expensive, and any such an ECA group would be so 

specific it would constrain experiments to only a few features. Experiments based on 

current ECAs contend with ECA limitations making testing of interaction alternatives 
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outside of current implementation constraints difficult. Rather than implementing an 

ECA and ECA group, embodied conversational agents can be simulated, allowing 

various combinations of characteristics. 
., 

The Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) terminology describes a syste~ where a facade, seen 

and manipulated by a user, is controlled and simulated by a lii.dden individual called 
I 

a Wizard [64]. In the case of computer-human interaction experiments (Chapter 4), a 

WOZ setup is an effective means of testing1 interfaces and interaction concepts prior 

to the time consuming and error prone task of implementing a complete system. 

A WOZ system for research on user response to ECA groups should be capable 

of simulating many of the characteristics available in implemented ECAs (Section 

2.2). Furthermore, it should allow for the customization of the ECA's appearance 

and behaviour since these affect user response. This flexibility and reconfigurability 

facilitates different kinds of experiments and the expression of the associated charac-

teristics such as conversational or physical awareness. 
I 

Suede [36], CrossWeaver [78] and DEMAIS [6] are popular Wizard-Of-Oz appli-

cations that do not focus on embodied conversational agents but are, nonetheless, 

ECA simulation candidates. The WOZ systems developed by NICE project [48] and 

Cavalluzzi et al. [23] are ECA focused and, consequently, more likely candidates. 

Below, these candiates are evaluated as to their appropriateness for simulating ECA 

groups and supporting a variety of ECA group experiments. 

Suede facilities the prototyping of speech based interfaces whereas CrossWeaver 

and DEMAIS, although not limited to prototyping of conventional interfaces, cater 

1 A properly developed experiment will enforce the appropriate amount of consistency across all 
Wizard performances. For example, the experiment described in Chapter 4 uses specific rules (see 
Section 4.4.2.2) to enforce consistency across Wizard performances. 
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' to windowed GUis. CrossWeaver and DEMAIS function without a behind-the-scenes 

Wizard. Pre-scripted inputs are used to prescribe the interaction response instead of a 

Wizard. For example, Cross Weaver allows speech input and pen gestures to transition 

a prototype application between states. Suede differs, relying .bn a behind-the-scenes 
~ 

Wizard to activate a response to user input. I 

This thesis' research includes unstructured conversation (within context of ECA 

groups) that may not follow a predetermined path, even when there are repeated 

and observable tendencies [65]. Consequently, the system was built to help a Wizard 

organize the available responses to user statements without a prescribed structure. 

It allows the Wizard to adopt different conversational structures such as the speech 

act model [90], as depicted in Figure 3.1, or to proceed without any preconception of 

structured interaction. More concretely, the WOZ system furnishes mechanisms such 

as a drawing palette which help a Wizard organize the available ECA responses into 

any discovered structure. 
I 

Suede, CrossWeaver and DEMAIS provide a notation for structuring the interac-

tion between the user and the prototype similar to a finite state machine. Suede uses 

a flowchart whereas CrossWeaver employs a storyboard. 

The NICE project investigates ECA interaction in a two dimensional fairy-tale 

game environment [48] with a focus on multi-modal interaction (pen and speech), 

stylized 2D characters for child users. Such specific aims are too constrained for a 

general ECA research making the NICE WOZ system inappropriate. 

Cavalluzzi et et al. [23] discuss a WOZ platform based on Haptec agents [2]. Using 

various configuration mechanisms such as extended markup language files, Cavalluzzi 

et et al. manipulate every aspect provided by the commercial Haptec software agent 
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Figure 3.1: A notation in WOZECA based on speech act theory. 
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(e.g. appearance). Their WOZ platform and research objectives are, of the studied 

Wizard-of-Oz systems, the most similar to this thesis. Their particular focus is one 

user one agent interaction (as opposed to group interaction) with the Wizard inter-
. 

face designed accordingly. Similar to Suede, CrossWeaver and :bEMAIS, their Wizard 
4 

interface prescribes a conversational structure through progritmming and configura-

tion. This prescribed structure impedes system flexibility - a flexibility that facilitates 

different kinds of experiments. 

Given the above, the development of new WOZ software was required because 1) 

few ECAs are capable of group interaction (Section 2.2), 2) implementing ECA groups 

would be time consuming, 3) applying a Wizard-of-Oz framework to ECA research has 

found success elsewhere, and 4) the available ECA WOZ systems are inadequate for 

this research. WOZECA was designed to facilitate embodied conversational agent re-

search such as the experiment presented in the next chapter. WOZECA differentiates 

itself from other WOZ tools with a malleable Wizard environment, low experiment 

preparation overhead, a focus on ECA group interfaces and an ability to present 

various ECA characteristics in the interface. 

3.2 Brief Implementation Description 

WOZECA currently runs on a Gentoo Linux (2.6.14-r5) box containing a 64-bit AMD 

Athlon 3000+ processor, an io Vi be ieee1394 card (NEC uPD7287 4 chip) connected 

to a Canon Elura 85 and a Nvidia NV43 GeForce 6200 graphics card. The hardware 

was chosen for cost, compatibility and performance. The graphics card is well sup-

ported by both Linux and MPlayer (a video player), and the digital video camera 
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performs well in low light environments. The camera includes a microphone-in jack 

for sound recording which should improve the recording quality. The Revolution 2.6 

programming environment expedites Wizard GUI development with built-in palette 

tools and an object editor. Kino2 (used version 0. 7.5 - latest 4~ersion 0.8.0) provides 

simple video editing. 

WOZECA's primary implementation weakness is the Revolution/Transcript com-

ponent. The Transcript interpreter treats all strings as script; even user dialogue 

messages arriving over the network. Consequently, the Wizard occasionally sees the 

evaluation of the user's message (e.g. the word False) rather than the dialogue mes-

sage itself, and certain characters, such as the comma, are removed from dialogue 

messages to avoid crashing the Wizard's interface. (From experience, this issue af-

fects the Wizard's response. However, string evaluation of the user's message occurs 

infrequently, rarely causing problems. In the case of the experiment presented in 

Chapter 4, string evaluation did not affect the Wizard's response. ) 
I 

3.3 Overview 

In WOZECA (Figure 3.2), a Wizard initiates the user-agent conversation through an 

ECA appearing on the user's interface, and the user responds to this ECA with text 

chat. In turn, the Wizard reads the user's statement and selects the appropriate ECA 

response by clicking on a button representing the selected response. 

The interface agents manifest themselves in windows on the user's computer and 

their related audio track (typically speech) is heard via attached speakers. The agent 

2Kino's instability is a reflection of the immaturity of multi-media software on Linux systems. 
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window's size and location is configurable permitting various agent window layouts on 

the user's screen. For instance, users can experience two agents side-by-side (Figure 

3.3), one centered agent (Figure 3.4) or three agents in the shape of a pyramid. Users 
. 

communicate to the agents by typing in a chatter box wind~'w, typically located in 

the bottom portion of the screen, that resembles Instant Messaging or Internet Relay 

Chat in functionality. When agents react, the chatter box window remains in focus 

to accept key strokes. Since users require (only) the keyboard to interact with the on 

screen agents, no mouse is needed. Under these conditions, users are unaware of the 

behind-the-scenes Wizard and believe they are interacting with the agents. 

The Wizard's interface to WOZECA is considerably more complex (Figure 3.5 and 

3.6). His main window, called the Manager (Figure 3.5 item 1), provides essential 

functionality such as loading the ECA responses, access to the tools used to annotate 

a Wizard's work area and control of the network connection. The Wizard creates a 

work area by loading a movie clip inventory into a new empty window. The movie 

clip inventory (Figure 3.5 item 2) appears as several lists of buttons where each list 

is preconfigured grouping. Once an inventory is present, either buttons or groups of 

buttons may be copied or re-arranged within the inventory window or to a new empty 

work area window (not shown). A button's main function is to represent and play, 

when pressed, a movie clip. Buttons may also activate quick-windows (Figure 3. 7 

item 3) that are similar in functionality to drop-down (pull-down) menus. Instead 

of menu items, a quick-window appears with the same capabilities and semantics 

as all work area windows. The Wizard may annotate windows using drawing and 

other tools (Figure 3.5 and 3. 7 item 4) to create graphics such as circles, squares or 

background colours. 
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Figure 3.2: A graphical depiction of the WOZECA system. 
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Figure 3.3: User's interface when interacting with two agents. 
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Figure 3.4: User's interface when interacting with one agents. 
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Figure 3.5: The wizard's interface during a test phase (two monitors shown vertically). 
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Figure 3.6: A Zoom-in of the wizard's interface during a test of the system. 
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Figure 3. 7: Inventory layout using the Wizard's tools. 
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A "chat with history" (Figure 3.5 item 5) window displays the user's typed mes-

sages in real-time as well as the user:s final message interleaved with text spoken 

by the agents. The dialogue between the agents and the user is constantly available 

to the Wizard including the message being composed by thJ user. Furthermore, a 
~ 

web cam (Figure 3.5 item 6) placed on the user's computer captures the user's facial 

expressions and body language displaying these captured images, in real-time, in a 

window accessible to the Wizard. This allows the Wizard to use the ECA's movie 

clips more effectively when communicating with the user. 

Some ofWOZECA's important features are: simulation of multiple agents, remote-

control of agents via a network, a configurable Wizard work area that permits the 

Wizard to optimize the Wizard environment, and the ability to save this work area. 

3.4 Design Details 

Underlying the user and Wizard's interfaces is cross-platform client-server archi-

tecture software. The Wizard's interface, a client, was written using Revolution 

2.6/Transcript (www.runrev.com), chosen for its rapidity in developing graphic user 

interfaces. The server, located on the user's computer, was written in Python. The 

server and client-server protocol act as an abstraction layer between the Wizard and 

embodied conversational agents. For this thesis, the server hid the evolving MPlayer 

movie control protocol. The abstraction layer supplies WOZECA with flexibility and 

extensibility such that the Wizard's interface and the ECAs are not tightly coupled 

(i.e. one can change without modification of the other). 

Upon receiving a TCP connection, the server creates a thread to handle the sim-
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ple low-bandwidth asynchronous protocol between itself and the Wizard's interface. 

Thus, each TCP connection receives a dedicated thread managing communication 

between the server and the Wizard's interface. Another thread is created for the sole 
~ 

purpose of interpreting MPlayer feedback during movie clip pjay. When MPlayer, as 

a child process of the server, plays a movie clip, a thread connects to MPlayer's stan-

dard input and standard output streams; controlling MPlayer through its standard 

input and reading MPlayer's standard output to relay movie progress to the Wizard 

interface (Figure 3.8). 

•••• Wizard ··· 
:•:• .. Cii~nt :· 

Server 

··• wizard : 
< Client 

Wizard • 
· · · • Cli~nt•: · 

· . : . :Connection (per client) : . · 

·. · .•. #a" :_th: e• :r• . •. • .•.. 1 ) parSe .• : .. 3) output •• 
·.2. ) •. co_· ·. ·. h .. v. a. ·.rt. •. ·. •. 2 .. ·) •.co. ·. ·.n. v. ·.e. rt .. •. 1.) output 

• · Elen\e~ts : ·• ~)outp\Jt • • : 1) parse .····· •..••. •..• ··. 

MPiayer 
commands 

-•-•-•- MPiayer · 

MPiayer progress 
info, etc. 

Participant's . 
• •Chat 
-• Window -· 

Figure 3.8: An Architecture Diagram of WOZECA with a Focus on MPlayer. 

The server protocol uses messages where the general message format is 
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<scope>:< command>< subscope > [=<values>] 

This message format allows for the addition of future messages without substantial 

code modifications. Additional messages are expected to reuse the network input and ., 
' 

output routines as well as the message parsing and compositibn functions. 
I 

The element< scope> denotes which server side agent should fulfill the embedded 

request. For example, if the server contains two agents named Foo and Bar setting 

the scope to Foo directs the message command to agent Foo rather than Bar. The 

element < command > designates the action to take or the request to fulfill. For 

example, the "play" command tells an agent to play a specific movie clip. For a 

complete listing of commands see table 3.1. The commands set and get read and 

change < scope > properties. For a listing of the properties manipulated by set and 

get see table 3.2. The element < subscope > narrows the command's effect and the 

optional element < values > represents the value (e.g. function arguments) to assign 

to the < su ·scope >. An example message using every element is 

Foo :play mclip = myTestClip.mpeg 

which tells the agent named Foo to play the movie clip "myTestClip.mpeg". For 

examples of the messages in action see table 3.3. 

There are two notable design features of WOZECA. First, WOZECA should per-

form well in many different network environments such as wireless, for the the network 

is burdened with only web cam images and a simple protocol. Placing a wireless en-

abled computer on a mobile platform should allow experiments to relocate to quiet 

public areas in order to increase experiment participation (bringing the laboratory to 

users: portable usability laboratories and usability kiosks [64, page 205-206] ). Sec-
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Table 3.1: Protocol Message Commands 

Command Description Example Usage 

play plays a movie clip ·-Foo: play mdip = myTestClip.mpeg ., 
' 

get get a property Fob: get loop 
I 

set set a property's value Foo: set loop= True 

value state a property's value Foo: value loop= True 

playing the progress of movie a clip Foo :playing myTestClip.mpeg = 23 

close closes the connection or server system: dose server 

ond, the server manages multiple connections simultaneously such that many agents 

may be controlled by several unique Wizards. This creates more realistic conversation 

and conversational environment possibilities. That is, between-agent reactions may 

be more genuine considering that the Wizards are unlikely to know the exact clip 

that will be played by fellow Wizards. 

3.5 Movie Clip Production 

WOZECA does not contain the necessary tools for the production of movie clips. This 

separation is desired since the best tools, platform or environment for the manufacture 

of movie clips may change. Currently, a digital video camera captures the video which 

is transfered in real-time, via ieee1394: to a Linux box. Once the recording of video 

is complete, it is edited and an XML file (the movie clip inventory) is created or 

updated with the recently captured movie clips; making the movie clips available to 

the Wizard. 
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I 
Table 3.2: Protocol Message Propertiei 

Description 

debug enables debugging 

mplayerPath the path to the mplayer executable 

mclipRootPath the path prefixed to all movie clip paths 

winx x of the upper left corner of the window relative to the screen 

winy y of the upper left corner of the window relative to the screen 

win Width the windows width 

winHeight the windows height 

quiet changes the manner in which the play progress is reported 

loop indicates the movie should play forever 

mclipRelPath the relative path of the currently playing clip or empty 

mclipProgress the progress of the currently playing clip 

preempt whether or not the playing clip should be preempted by "play" 

visible the chat window's visibility (hidden/visible) 

cmessage a complete message entered by the user 

pmessage a partial message entered by the user 
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Table 3.3: Example of a Protocol Message Sequence 

Example Sequence Sent by Received by Response to Previous Message 

Foo: set xyz = 2 WOZECA SerY-~r ., 
Foo: get xyz WOZECA Server ~ 

I 

Foo: value xyz = 2 Server WOZECA j Yes 

Foo : get winx WOZECA Server 

Foo : value winx = 50 Server WOZECA Yes 

3.6 Summary and Evaluation 

WOZECA is a low cost cross-platform versatile Wizard-Of-Oz solution that utilizes 

few network resources. It provides a malleable work area instead of constraining the 

Wizard to certain notational semantics and allows one or multiple Wizards to control 

multiple ECAs. Its focus on multi-agent dialogue interfaces distances itself from 

other WO systems. Furthermore, a malleable Wizard environment adds flexibility 

to WOZECA, a flexibility absent in many WOZ systems. 

ECA characteristics (defined in Section 2.2: physical awareness, communicational 

awareness, learning, modeling the user's emotional state, gesture coordination & un-

derstanding, and persona) that affect user response provide a means for assessing 

WOZECA's capabilities. Following this assessment, ECA appearance and behaviour 

(Section 2.3) are also considered. 

• Physical awareness is an agent's ability to track or manipulate physical objects 

in the user's space and hold communications with respect to these objects. 
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WOZECA's physical awareness is restricted to the area and details captured 

by the stationary web-cam (manipulating objects is impossible). ECAs may 

refer to static objects using prerecorded gestures and speech. However, non-
. 

I 
stationary objects are beyond WOZECA's current caJiabilities. The Wizard 

can not see objects outside of the web-cam view or refe:r to these objects using 
I 

prerecorded video clips. ECAs may circumvent the web-cam restrictions when 

referring to unique physical objects. For example, the ECAs can refer to a 

(unique) red square whether it is visible or not. 

• Communicational awareness is an agent's ability to understand varying types 

of conversation (speech or text) and their subtleties. 

The ECA's communicational awareness is restricted by the information supplied 

to the Wizard through input devices. Currently, it is restricted to gross gestures 

captm;ed via web-cam and the user's ability to converse using text messages . 

• Learning is characterized by the use of multi modal interaction with human 

users as ECA learning input. That is, the user trains the ECA via speech and 

gestures. 

• An ECA accounting for (e.g. changing behaviour) and updating information 

representing the user's emotional state is considered to be modeling emotional 

state. 

Since the Wizard supplies the ECA with its learning abilities, ECA learning is 

restricted only by WOZECA's multi-modal devices - web cam and text chat. 
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Similarly, modeling the user's emotional state depends on whether or not Wiz-

ard can "read" the emotions on camera or in the user's written text. The 

Wizard's dilemma is expressing learne~ -. elements and the ECA's response to 
I 

the user's emotional state with a finite set of video cli~s. However, the Wiz-

ard's flexibility, due in part to the use of video clips, should outweigh the limits 
I 

of this finite set of video clips. 

• Gesture coordination and understanding is an ECA's ability to communicate to 

their users without speech or text. 

WOZECA relies on actors for appropriate body language corresponding to ECA 

statements. With respect to gestural understanding, the web-cam captures 

gross gestures and obscures details. For example, the Wizard can see the user's 

head movement as they look to the left but would miss the user's smirk. The 

curren web-cam situated on the computer monitor often deprives the Wizard 

of facial expressions while the user is typing. Improving gesture understanding 

is matter of supplying better information to the Wizard via improved input 

devices such as additional cameras. 

• An ECA's persona consists of their appearance, role (i.e. purpose), back-story, 

behaviour patterns and emotions. The ECA persona is one of the least devel-

oped aspects of the ECA and, in many cases, their persona is restricted to their 

function. 

WOZECA controls ECA appearance and emotions through the experimenter's 
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choice of digital video recording or animation, the applied special affects and the 

choice of actor. In other words, \VOZECA's appearance and behaviour are not 

limited to (complex) programming. Instead, the recorded videos supply an ECA 

with these traits. ECA behaviour depends on the ECA video clip inventory and 
~ 

the Wizard's ability to combine video clips. If an ECA requires additional or 

different behaviour then supplementary video recordings are created. Adjust-

ing the ECA's appearance and supplying video clips with appropriate content 

complete the ECA's role and back-story. 

WOZECA fulfills the role of multi-ECA simulator by placing ECA characteris-

tics and implementation difficulties on the behind-the-scenes Wizard or configurable 

video clips. WOZECA is restricted by its input and output devices as well as the 

Wizard's ability to control these devices through her interface. A variety of experi-

ments concentrating on various ECA characteristics are possible using the WOZECA 

framework (such as the experiment in Chapter 4). Experiments, interested in ECA 

characteristics not currently available in WOZECA, may extend WOZECA with ad-

ditional input and output devices, and extend the Wizard's interface to control these 

devices. 
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Chapter 4 

A WOZECA Experiment: User 

Response to Single and Multiple 

ECAs 

The previous chapter described a framework (WOZECA) for experimenting with 

ECAs. This chapter describes an experiment realized using WOZECA. The exper-

iment investigates user response to the addition of a second agent to a one agent 

group. It also manipulates the ECA group's behaviour, chosen because behaviour 

appears to be the dominant influence on user's response (Section 2.3). The resulting 

four conditions (1 ECA and Behaviour A, 2 ECAs and Behaviour B, 1 ECA and 

Behaviour B, 2 ECAs and Behaviour B) require measures of user response. 

Anthropomorphism (Section 2.3.1.1) and the Media Equation (Section 2.3.1.2) 

suggest user response is fundamentally social and natural. This social aspect of user 

response motivates the application of theoretical constructs from psychology. This 
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experiment draws primarily on the existing constructs of group cohesiveness (Section 

4.1.1) and valence & arousal (Section 4.1.2) to quantify user response. It also draws 

on self-efficacy (Section 4.1.3). 

Group cohesion (cohesiveness, Section 4.1.1) represents the 'user's attraction to the 
4 

ECA group. Valence and arousal capture the user's emotional state (Section 4.1.2) 

and self-efficacy influences future task performance (Section 4.1.3). This thesis does 

not propose these effects represent the only effects of an ECA interface, nor does it 

prove that they are the strongest effects. Past research has investigated other effects 

such as: group conformity (the pressure to comply to group norms) [44]; trust, liking, 

and respect towards an ECA[10]; similarity and trust between ECAs and their users 

[43, 22]. However, these measures do not account for the group aspect of the interface 

nor do they explicitly rate the ECA group. 

Group cohesiveness, valence & arousal, and self-efficacy are seen as interesting 

measures of user response based on the existing literature. For example, members 

of cohesive groups rate their groups more positively (e.g. more helpful, more sa tis-

faction). Valence (e.g. happiness) and arousal (e.g. excitement) represent the user's 

emotional state. Self-efficacy affects performance with strong self-efficacy improving 

an individual's resilience to failure and the quality of their successes. 

This chapter first presents group cohesiveness, valence, arousal, and self-efficacy 

(sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 respectively). Section 4.4.2 present the independent 

variables (number of agents, ECA behaviour) and their operationalization ofphenom-

ena affecting the constructs. Section 4.4.3 discusses how the independent variables are 

expected to effect group cohesiveness, valence, arousal, and self-efficacy. The results 

(Section 4.5) and discussion (Section 4.6) indicate that user response is dependent on 
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an additional ECA and its behaviour, as well as user traits. 

4.1 Effects 

4.1.1 Group Cohesiveness 

Shaw defines a group as "two or more persons who are interacting with one another in 

such a manner that each person influences and is influenced by each other person" [75, 

page 8]. This thesis modifies Shaw's definition to include an embodied conversational 

agent as a group member. Restated, a group is defined as two or more persons, 

or ECAs, who are interacting with one another in such a manner that each group 

member influences and is influenced by each other group member. 

Prior to 1950, group cohesiveness was a descriptive term [31] referring to a group 

that hangs together, is tight or close knit - a united group. Festinger, Schachter 

and Back [31] provided the first formal definition of group cohesiveness which was 

quickly distilled into a simplified notion: group cohesiveness is attraction-to-group. 

Attraction-to-group is the attraction of a member in the group to other members of 

the group, or inter-personal attraction. This distilled definition structured a great 

deal of the group cohesiveness research, focusing group cohesiveness measures on the 

individual rather than the group. Reluctance to accept this view of group cohesive

ness as an inter-member attraction is concisely formulated by Carron: "operational 

measures of cohesion based upon attraction underrepresent the concept" [31]. For 

example, individuals of a cohesive rowing team worked well together, yet disliked 

each other (Lenk 1969) [31]. 
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Although traditional human-only groups are likely underrepresented by attraction-

to-group, attraction-to-group is well suited for a group containing a single human 

member (the computer user) and embodied conversational agents. The experiment 
. 

scenario in this chapter is a single user interacting with multiple embodied conversa-

tional agents. This lends itself well to measuring group level ~henomena in terms of 

an individual. The single user multi-ECA group exists only because the user partici-

pates, and without user attraction to the ECAs the group is likely disbanded. 

The remainder of this subsection describes several causes and consequences of 

group cohesiveness relevant to this experiment. The causes of interest are cooperation 

and behaviour. The consequences are increased communication and a more positive 

evaluation of the group [31]. 

Behaviour affects group cohesiveness. During a study of mutual support groups 

for parents of children with special needs and disabilities, parents reported many char-

acteristics of a cohesive group such as friendships or communication of emotions that 

were not present in other mother and toddler groups [79]. Parents rated their groups 

as very helpful as well as highly cohesive. More concretely, behaviour such as friend-

liness, warmth, sensitivity and helpfulness are important factors in the promotion of 

group cohesion [31, 75]. 

Two effects of increased cohesion are increased and better communication be-

tween members as well as an increase in positive evaluation of the (group) situation 

and group members [31, 75]. For example, researchers studying walking groups in 

Queensland Australia concluded that group cohesion was (of those measured) the 

sole predictor of individual's adherence to walking groups, and a positive attitude 

towards the group's activity [39]. 
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4.1.2 Valence and Arousal 

Wundt in 1896 was the first to propose three dimensions for describing affective 

meaning of stimuli leading to a categorizatiQ_n of the stimulus response [12]. The 
I 

stimuli's affect on an individual, thus measures of an individuals emotional state, is 

I 
categorized on three dimensions named valence, arousal and d9minance. Dominance 

is of little interest because the chosen valence-arousal-dominance instrument is a 

poor measure of dominance (low correlation). This approach is similar to one taken 

by Reeves and Nass [70]. From this point onward dominance is ignored. 

Valence, originally described by Wundt as pleasure, is a measure of a person's 

contentedness. To further describe valence it is best to borrow from Mehrabian and 

Russell's Sematic Differential Scale that consists of adjectives describing each (va-

lence and arousal) dimension [12]. The scale measuring valence describes low valence 

with words such as unhappy, annoyed and unsatisfied; in contrast words such happy, 

pleased and satisfied describe high valence. Arousal is "the degree to which an in-

dividual feels him or herself to be worked up or emotionally intense about what one 

is doing" [35] (Apter, 1989, p9). Arousal is similarly described by word pairs such 

as relaxed-stimulated, calm-excited and dull-jittery with the left word of the pair 

describing low arousal and the right word high arousal. 

Valence and arousal scales provide insight into an individual's emotional state. For 

example, erotica pictures are perceived as pleasant and arousing whereas a picture of 

a flower is seen as pleasant but calm [12]. More recently, Reeves and Nass had subjects 

score 258 video segments finding that valence and arousal were separate emotional 

dimensions, and that the video segments caused a wide scope of emotional reactions 
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[70]. 

4.1.3 Self-Efficacy 

Self-efficacy, introduced by Bandura in 1977 [66], "refers to the beliefs in one's ca-

pabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to produce attain-
' 

ments" [7]. The four major sources of self-efficacy being enactive mastery experiences, 

vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion and psychological & effective state [7]. 

Enactive mastery experiences are the greatest source of increased self-efficacy with 

successful experiences producing strong generalized self-efficacy beliefs. The concept 

of an enactive mastery experience is captured by the quote attributed to Sophocles 

"One must learn by doing the thing; though you think you know it, you have no 

certainty until you try.". 

Success is also judged by comparison of one's self with others. For example, 

tall people are tall relative to the surrounding geographic population. Vicarious 

experiences allow individuals to adjust their self-efficacy beliefs by comparing their 

success and capabilities to other's. 

Persuasion such as convincing arguments or encouragement can strengthen or 

weaken self-efficacy. If persuasion occurs within a plausible context then it may pro-

duce an effect on an individual's self-efficacy. For instance, persuading an individual 

that they can fly is unlikely to have an effect on their belief of such, whereas persuad-

ing a programmer of their ability to complete a master's is likely. 

An individuals predisposition affects their self-efficacy. For example, a hockey 

team losing several consecutive games will believe themselves less capable of winning 
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their subsequent games. Physiological and affective states are information available 

to an individual for self-judgment of capabilities. 

Those with higher self-efficacy set higher goals and are more committed to achiev-

1 
ing their goals. Furthermore, these individuals are more likel:x to succeed because of 

strong perseverance and persistence [66]. Individuals with a higher self-efficacy also 
I 

demonstrate better control over their emotional experiences; either by perceiving the 

experience as less emotional or by more effectively coping with the experience. For 

example, individuals who believe in their public speaking skills are likely to find public 

speaking benign or control their anxiety. 

4.1.4 Effects Summary 

Group cohesiveness, valence, arousal and self-efficacy are the effects of interest in 

this experiment. Cohesiveness is the attraction of a group member to the group as 

a whole. C operation and behaviour (such as warmth or friendliness) increase the 

likelihood of a group becoming cohesive. Once cohesive, there is a tendency for the 

group to communicate more and for group members to evaluate the group positively. 

The two dimensions, valence and arousal, describe an individual's emotional state. 

Self-efficacy is an individual's belief in their ability to achieve their objectives. Self-

efficacy impacts future task performance with higher self-efficacy generally resulting 

in better task performance. 
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4.2 Goals 

Although the user believes the ECA group's goal is to help them in their task (Section 

4.4.1), the experiment's primary objective is t<:>.study the effect of an additional ECA ., 

on user response and, in so doing, probe the difference betw~en a single agent and 

two agents in the interface. 

Other potential benefits are as follows: Reproducing cohesion in embodied conver-

sational agent groups should be advantageous if the benefits of cohesive groups can be 

produced. Cohesive group members evaluate their group positively. Interacting with 

groups that leave their user happy and energetic, an emotional state described by va-

lence and arousal, has presumptive value. Strong self-efficacy is shown to contribute 

to an individual's resilience to failure and quality of their success. An ECA group in-

terface that improves user self-efficacy is expected to make further interactions with 

the interface more successful. A cohesive ECA group interface that increases user 

valence, aropsal and self-efficacy is expected to benefit the user. 

4.3 Participants 

Experiment participation was solicited via posters placed in high-traffic locations 

throughout the university campus. The ensuing sample of convenience comprised 32 

participants aged between 17 and 45, with a mean of 23.3 and median of 21.5. There 

were 15 male and 17 female participants. Most were students, either graduate or 

undergraduate from varying backgrounds, and each was paid 11 dollars (CAD) for 

one and a half hours of work. 
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4.4 Experiment Factors 

The experiment is a two factor, two level design with one factor, agent behaviour (lev-

els: neutral, positive), measured between subJects and the other factor, the number 
I 

of embodied conversational agents (levels: 1 and 2 ECAs), me~sured within subjects. 
I 

Number of agents was measured within subjects and was balanced. Half the partici-

pants interacted with one agent followed by two and half the participants interacted 

with two agents followed by one. 

4.4.1 The User Task: The Desert Survival Problem 

The desert survival problem (DSP) [40]1 requires participants to order eight items 

(flashlight, knife, map, magnetic compass, one 2L bottle of water, a piece of a mirror, 6 

meter by 6 meter piece of blue canvas, jacket) from most important to least important 

for their survival in the desert. It provides conversational motivation and context for 

the participant during the experiment and limits the scope of the human-computer 

interaction under investigation (see appendix B for details). 

Moon [51] constrains a conversation with the DSP in an experiment that examines 

attitudes and behaviour during distant communications across networked computers; 

Bradner et al. [13] also employ the DSP to constrain a conversation; Nass et al. [60], 

Shechtman et al. [76] and Morkes et al. [54] exercise the desert survival problem 

for the purpose of an experiment scenario while probing human-computer interaction 

related to relationships, personality and humour; Burgoon and Burrito et al. [11, 18] 

constrain conversation while studying user reactions to agent appearance and method 

1The premise of ordering desert survival items is the primary idea borrowed from the original 
DSP by Lafferty et al. . 
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of communication. 

Likewise, this experiment exploits the desert survival problem for conversational 

boundaries, motivation and context. 
., 
' 

4.4.2 Independent Variables 

This section describes the independent variables and explains how they operationalize 

causes of cohesion in groups. It also briefly reiterates the independent variable's 

predicted effect on group cohesion. 

4.4.2.1 Number of Agents 

There are two groups: the single agent group where the participant interacts with one 

ECA and the two agent group where the participant interacts with two ECAs. The 

two agent group is more immediately viewed as a group than the single agent group 

simply by numbers. For example, the definition of group casts the group as multiple 

individuals [32]. In consequence, it is important to know if the two agent group rates 

as more attractive than the single agent group. 

The participant experiences the one and two agent groups. The embodied con-

versational agent that appears to the participant in the single agent group reappears 

to the left of a second ECA during the two agent group. In other words, one agent is 

reused from the one agent group. The ECAs are virtually identical in this experiment 

(see Figure 3.3). The same actor performed all ECA roles, was video taped using the 

same background and camera position, used one dialogue script (for agents having the 

same behaviour), and performed (for agents having the same behaviour) as similarly 

as possible providing the ECAs with identical persona. The spoken greeting in the 
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single ECA group is shared by two ECAs in the two agent group (see appendix C for 

phrases). To differentiate between the two embodied conversational agents the actor 

was asked to change shirt colour, not shirt ~~yle, and to wear a head-scarf. With 
., 

many similarities and very few differences, the effects of two ~ents are attributed to 

the addition of a second agent. 

Due to space constraints, the ECAs in the two agent group are smaller than the 

ECA in single agent group. The movie clip windows in the two agent group were 

scaled to accommodate two agents appearing side-by-side (Figure 3.3). Similarly 

scaling the ECA in the single agent group uncovered a large portion of the desktop 

which was negatively critiqued in very early pilot studies. 

4.4.2.2 Behaviour 

Participants experience either a neutral or a positive behaviour2 while interacting 

with the embodied conversational agent groups. The behaviour is intended to oper-

ationalize causes of group cohesion. The difference between the neutral and positive 

behaviour is explained using three ECA aspects - voice, script and dialogue - as 

summarized in table 4.1. 

The neutral agent's voice is emotionless, robotic and somewhat monotone whereas 

the positive agent's voice is energetic. The energetic voice was well received during the 

actor's nine years of customer service in retail. That is, clients enjoyed the energetic 

voice based on their feedback. The energetic voice should be perceived as friendly 

2Terminology such as behaviour A and behaviour B could have been used to differentiate the two 
behaviours. However, such terminology is found to be more confusing and to make communication 
more difficult due to the visual similarity and lack of semantic difference between terms. The names 
neutral and positive, though pejorative, were chosen to increase the readability of this thesis. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of positive-neutral behaviour differences. 

Context Neutral Behaviour Positive Behaviour 

voice emotionless . energetic ., 
I 

script no agent interaction inter-agent Phrases 
I 

dialogue query-response query-response and volunteer information 

and warm (behaviour of cohesive groups and group members), consequently it should 

increase the participant's cohesiveness rating of the positive group. 

One actor read the ECA's dialogue (script) from a computer monitor eliminating 

mistakes and unintentional dialogue differences between ECAs. The difference in 

script occurs in the positive two agent group which employs four inter-agent dialogue 

phrases. An example inter-agent phrase is "Interesting information, maybe tbis will 

belp too ... " (see appendix C for all four phrases). These inter-agent phrases allow 

the ECAs i the positive group to interact with each other as well as the participant. 

These phrases are meant to increase the cooperation, communication and helpfulness 

of the positive behaviour groups relative to the neutral behaviour group without 

introducing additional content. In turn, the participant is expected to evaluate the 

positive group behaviour as more cohesive. 

The Wizard controlled the neutral ECA groups by following three rules established 

during pilot testing. 

• If possible respond to the participant's statement directly. In other words, when 

several movie clips are possible responses to the participant's statement choose 

the movie clip that responds to the participant most directly. 
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• When sent a partial sentence (e.g. keywords), to stimulate a dialogue, request 

that the statement be rephrased or restated. 

• Do not interrupt the participant while .. j,hey formulate an idea, statement or ., 
question. If the participant is inactive (not typing) fat three to five seconds 

then play a movie clip. 

These rules establish a query-response behaviour where the participant queries the 

ECA and the ECA responds with the most appropriate statement available. This 

behaviour reduces the amount of communication, helpfulness, cooperation and verbal 

interaction to the minimum level demanded by the circumstances. 

Where the neutral agent is restricted to responding to participant statements, the 

positive agent volunteers information. The previous three rules and the following 

additional rule establish the positive behaviour. 

• The Wizard may provide (contextually relevant) information without being 

#: 
queried. 

The Wizard applies this additional rule in two situations: while waiting for the par-

ticipant to be inactive for three seconds, and after a response to a participant's query 

(e.g. provide additional information using a second movie clip). This behaviour in-

creases the amount of communication, helpfulness, cooperation and verbal interaction 

within the EGA-participant group. 

The positive behaviour increases the communication, helpfulness, cooperation and 

verbal interaction between the ECA group and the participant. Thus, the positive 

behaviour should increase group cohesion (as rated by the participant) relative to the 

neutral behaviour. 
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Furthermore, these rules enforce a particular Wizard behaviour across all participant-

ECA interactions. This leads to consistent ECA behaviour during the experiment. 

4.4.3 Dependent Variables -

Predictions and Instrumentation 

This section discusses how the independent variables from the previous section are 

expected to affect group cohesion, valence & arousal, and self-efficacy. 

4.4.3.1 Group Cohesion 

Reproducing cohesion in embodied conversational agent groups is advantageous as-

suming the benefits of cohesive groups survive in ECA groups. The neutral and pos-

itive behaviour operationalize causes of cohesive groups. An energetic voice, ECAs 

volunteering information, and four inter-agent phrases are aspects of the positive 

behaviour expected to increase cohesion in groups. 

Group cohesion was measured using the Relative Group Cohesiveness Rating 

(RGCR) questionnaire (see appendix D.5) adapted from group cohesion question-

naires by Evans and Jarvis', and Stokes [31]. Certain statements duplicated between 

the two questionnaires and other statements referring to the group temporally were 

dropped, such as "I dread coming to this group". From each original statement, 

three were created: one favouring the single agent group; a statement favouring the 

two agent group; and a neutral statement. For example, the original statement "I 

want to remain a member of this group." was modified producing "I want to remain 

a member of the one agent group.", "I want to remain a member of the two agent 
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group.", and "I do not prefer to remain a member of one group above the other.". 

Three additional questions directly targeting the human-agent interaction were added 

to the end of the questionnaire. 
'I 

Besides treating the questions individually, a cumulative ~core was calculated by 

assigning a value of 0 for neutral responses, a value of 1 foriresponses favoring the 
I 

two agent group and a value of -1 for responses favoring the one agent group. The 

sum of these values resulted in scale ranging from -13 (preference for one agent) to 13 

(preference for two agents). The RGCR score refers to this cumulative value ranging 

between -13 and 13. 

Two ECAs by their numbers and behaviour are expected to present aspects (e.g. 

friendly behaviour or inter-member communication) causing cohesive groups (for de-

tails see Sections 4.1.1, 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2). 

• Hypothesis 1 Group cohesion will be greater when interacting with two ECAs 

over a; single ECA. 

• Hypothesis 2 Group cohesion will be greater when interacting with positive 

behaviour ECAs over neutral behaviour ECAs. 

4.4.3.2 Valence and Arousal 

The emotional dimensions valence and arousal, an aspects of the participant's emo-

tional state, affect user response. Aspects that improve group cohesion and con-

sequently increase overall group members' satisfaction (towards the group) should 

also increase valence and arousal responses for the group's members. For example, 

cohesive groups generally increase member satisfaction - an aspect of the valence di-
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mension [31]. If the agent's positive behaviour causes group cohesion, valence and 

arousal ratings should rise accordingly. More simply, the positive behaviour should 

increase participant arousal and valence relati~~ to the neutral behaviour. In the same 
'I 

way a field of flowers is more arousing than a field with a s~gle flower, interacting 

with multiple embodied conversational agents is expected to increase a participant's 
I 

arousal relative to interacting with fewer. 

The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [12] measures participant 's valence and arousal. 

The SAM is a standardized measure rating both emotional dimensions on a pictorial 

nine point scale (5 pictures and four empty areas) and is extremely quick to complete. 

• Hypothesis 3 Participant valence will be higher for the positive ECA group 

over the neutral group. 

• Hypothesis 4 Participant valence will be higher when interacting with two 

ECAs over a single ECA. 

I 
• Hypothesis 5 Participant arousal will be higher for the positive ECA group 

over the neutral group. 

• Hypothesis 6 Participant arousal will be higher when interacting with two 

ECAs over a single ECA. 

4.4.3.3 Self-Efficacy 

This experiment does not subject the participant to an enactive mastery or vicar-

ious experience increasing self-efficacy (see Section 4.1.3). Nor do the ECAs claim 

sufficient or appropriate movie clips to be verbally persuasive (using logical argu-

ments). With the major sources of self-efficacy virtually absent in this experiment, 
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embodied conversational agents are not expected to influence a participant's desert-

survival-item-ranking self-efficacy. However, two agents may be more persuasive than 

a single agent due to their matching content (i.e. "If two people/ECAs say the same 
. 

·; 
thing then it must be right."). Testing self-efficacy was not t\ significant addition to 

procedure complexity and was measured. 

The self-efficacy instrument can be found in appendix D. The application of 

general measures to specific processes results in faulty assessment of self-efficacy [7, 

page 63]. For example, there is little relationship between an individual's general 

self-efficacy and their ability to solve quantum physics problems. Similarly, a general 

self-efficacy test inadequately measures a participant's desert-survival-item-ranking 

self-efficacy. A specific measure of desert-survival-item-ranking self-efficacy could not 

be found. Consequently, a questionnaire measuring desert-survival-item-ranking self-

efficacy was created and is based on a general self-efficacy questionnaire [74]. The 

general self-efficacy questions were used as a guideline when formulating the specific 

desert-survival-item-ranking self-efficacy questionnaire. 

• Hypothesis 7 Self-efficacy will remain unchanged. 

4.4.4 Additional Data 

This section discusses additional data collected during the experiment. 

4.4.4.1 Personal Style Assessment 

Personality and personal style commonly affect people's relationships (34] and, in-

tuitively, they should affect participant's relationships with embodied conversational 
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agents. Although the experiment did not focus on the effects of participant personal 

style on ECA relationships, collecting data on the participant's personal style did not 

unduly complicate or prolong treatments. The._.Jung-Parry Personal Style Assessment 

Form (PSAF) was chosen because of its simplicity (16 self-a~ministered questions), 

duration (approximately 20 minutes), and acceptance (still ih print since initial re-
' 

search by Jung in 1920 and the basis for the well know Myers-Briggs Type Indicator) 

[34). The form assesses four (intuitor, thinker, feeler, sensor) of the eight styles put 

forth by Jung. The personal styles are briefly described in table 4.2 [34). 

Table 4.2: Jung-Parry Personal Style Summary 

Intuitor Thinker Feeler Sensor 

likely to go off is described as or- spontaneous, em- abrupt, gets to the 

on tangents, not dered, measured, pathetic, raises point, interrupts, 

mindful of time, suggests ground- questions about needs to control 

brings imagina- rules for conversa- one's well being the conversation 

tion and freshness tions 

to decisions and 

problems 

4.4.4.2 WOZECA Log Data and Coding 

Prior to starting pilot sessions, the ECA's statements were categorized (greeting, 

positive, negative, neutral, repeat, redirect, water, canvas, knife, mirror, flashlight, 

map, compass, jacket, general information, and inter-agent phrases). These categories 
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organized the movie clip inventory and consequently improved the Wizard's response 

time to participant statements. Participant response, during pilot sessions, appeared 

to depend on these categories. With the knowledge that categorization of statements 
'I 

(coding) is an accepted step in analysis [5], several natural categories were constructed 

from the original categorization without the use of a formal ftamework. This coding 
I 

of the ECA's script produced the following six categories: general information, item 

information, prompt, repeat, inter-agent phrases and other (see appendix C) . General 

and Item information are of interest since the user's task - desert survival - relies 

heavily on this information dispensed by the agents. Prompt and repeat suggest ECA-

participant communication cues. The inter-agent phrases facilitate group behaviour, 

and behaviour is known to be important in user response. 

WOZECA records every conversational statement, with accompanying date and 

time, from both the Wizard and participant in a the conversation log file. The conver-

sation log data and coding permitted analysis ofparticipant-ECA conversation and its 

duration. Chapter 4 discusses results n;lating to the categories General information, 

Item information and Prompt, referring to this coding as conversation style. 

4.4.4.3 Interviews 

The interview is an opportunity for the participant to explain their response to the 

ECA group, particularly the reactions (e.g. laughter) noticed by the experimenter 

and not measured by questionnaires. The participant's experience discussed during 

the interview often provokes ideas for future experiments. 

For this experiment, interviewed participants discussed ECA behaviour and ap-

pearance as well as their reaction and thoughts to the entire interaction experience. 
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The semi-structured interviews began with the general question "What did you think 

of your experience?" and proceeded to more specific questions such as "During your 

experience, what did you prefer the most and why?" (see end of appendix B) . 

. , 
' 

4.4.5 Procedure 

The agent order (1-2 and 2-1 due to a balanced within subjects design for the factor 

number of agents) in which the participant experiences the interaction with the ECAs 

is decided prior to meeting the participant. After receiving the interaction order, the 

behind-the-scenes Wizard controlling WOZECA waits in the observation and control 

room [64, page 201]. Subjects meet the experimenter in the experimenter's cubicle 

and proceed to the laboratory (lab). The lab is a small bland room with a computer 

situated along one wall. A table , where the participant completes questionnaires and 

is interviewed, is on the opposite wall. After a brief introduction, the participant 

signs a consent form and is given a voucher for eleven dollars. 

In order to give the participant an idea of their future experience, a description 

outlining the treatment process is read by the experimenter. Within this description 

the participant's motivation - the desert survival problem (DSP) - for interacting 

with the ECAs is introduced; after which the participant completes a small demo-

graphic questionnaire (appendix D). The desert survival problem scenario asks the 

participant to imagine crash landing of a helicopter in the desert from which eight 

items are salvaged. To help the subject rank the eight items, a black and white pic-

ture of a desert with shrubs, sand and rocky hills appears on each DSP item rating 

questionnaire. 
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The participant interacts with both the two agent and single agent group because 

of the within subjects design for the factor number of agents. The DSP ranking 

as well as the participant's self-efficacy, vale~~e and arousal is measured before the 
., 

participant's first interaction with the embodied conversatiGnal agents (time Tl), 

between their first and second interaction with the ECAs (t'irpe T2) and after the 

final interaction (time T3). 

The treatment concludes with a measure of the participant's attraction to the one 

agent group relative to the two agent group, a ten to thirty minute interview and 

completion of a (Jung-Parry) personal style assessment form. 

4.5 Results 

This section suggests that users respond differently to a single agent and two agent 

group. Most importantly, the ECA group's behaviour and the user's age and personal 

style affect the user's attraction-to-group. To arrive at this conclusion, the results 

were analyzed using the R (www.r-project.org) statistical package [63]. The data 

were visualized (e.g. tables, plots, boxplots) to discover where statistical test should 

be applied; with many of these figures appearing below. The results are presented in 

American Psychological Association (APA) style (apastyle.apa.org). 

4.5.1 A Concise Presentation of the Variables 

The main factors, the number of agents and their behaviour, produced no statistically 

significant effect on group cohesion, valence, arousal and self-efficacy. Collecting 

data from 32 particpants was expected to be sufficient for producing statistically 
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significant results having strong effects. However, the powers vary between 0.35 and 

0.99 (calculated for a significance level of 0.05) which may suggest a need for a greater 

N to capture the smaller than expected effect~ :. (Only four power of test calculations 
., 

produced results below 0.8, of which two were 0. 76. Power oi test values below 0.8 

are presented.) 

This absence of strong effects led to the use of several opportunistic tests (related 

variables Table 4.3) to better comprehend the experiment's data. Figures, such as 

boxplots, were inspected for interesting, possibly statistically significant artifacts; 

when found the appropriate statistical test was applied to verify and confirm the visual 

artifact. To better interpret the opportunistic test results, several alpha levels were 

calculated based on the Bonferroni criterion3 (Bon.) [89, page 606]. The Bonferroni 

criterion was applied (for Table 4.3) as follows: 

• Family A included two opportunistic tests for order (1-2, 2-1), likewise for time 

(a tes may be performed for time T1-T2 and T2-T3). 

• Family B included 13 opportunistic tests corresponding to the 13 RGCR ques-

tions. 

• Family C included six conversation styles and three conversation styles derived 

from the six, for a total of 9. 

• Family D is participant age. 

• Family E includes the four dimensions of personal style. 

3The Bonferoni criterion acts as a mechanism to control the inflation of family-wise alpha levels. 
It states that one can maintain a confidence level, 1-a, for several tests, m, by setting the confidence 
level for each test to 1- a/m such that the cumulative confidence level of m tests remains equal to 
or below 1- a . 
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• Family F includes six collapsed dimensions of personal style (collapsing two 

dimensions of personal style can be done (~) ways for a total of 6). 

To test for possible confounding between the main factors and variables of interest 
'I 
' 

(due to opportunistic tests), an ANCOVA was run with eadi variable in Table 4.3; 
I 

none reached a significance level of 0.3 or less. The model4 consisted of the two main 

factors (the number of agents and their behaviour), their interaction and the tested 

variable, from Table 4.3, as a covariate. 

Table 4.3: Consice Presentation of Variables 

Variable Opportunistic Family Bonferroni Sections 

Number of agents - - - 4.5.2 - 4.5.4 

Behaviour - - - 4.5 .2 - 4.5.4 

Agent order (2-1, 1-2) - - - 4.5.2, 4.5.3 

Time (T1-T2, T2-T3) vi A 0.05/2 = 0.025 4.5.3, 4.5.4 

RGCR scores by question vi B 0.05/13 ~ 0.004 4.5.2 

General information vi c 0.05/9 ~ 0.006 4.5.2, 4.5.5 

Item information vi c 0.05/9 rv 0.006 4.5.2, 4.5.5 

Prompting information vi c 0.05/9 rv 0.006 4.5.2 

Information sum vi c 0.05/9 ~ 0.006 4.5.2 

Participant Age vi D 0.05/1 = 0.05 4.5.2 

Personal style Sensor vi E 0.05/4 = 0.0125 4.5.5 

Personal style feeler-thinker vi F 0.05/6 = 0.009 4.5.2 

4 The outcome is predicted by the number of agents, their behaviour and the covariate, according 
to the following linear model in R lm( outcome - numberOfAgents * behaviour + covariate ) . 
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Although the main factors produced no statistically significant effect on group 

cohesion, evidence (details see Section 4.5.2) suggested that users responsed differently 

to the neutral and positive behaviour. Analy~-~ng these behaviours separately (table 
., 

4.4) showed agent order as a marginally significant effect in4' the neutral behaviour 

and not statistically significant in the positive behaviour. Ta~le 4.5 contains aspects 
I 

of the user-positive-behaviour-ECA-group interaction that were likely to effect the 

participant's ECA group preference. Thus, the ECA's behaviour (e.g. conversation 

style), the participant's personal style and their age likely affect the participant's 

preference; possibly explaining the perceived differences between neutral and positive 

behaviour. 

Table 4.4: Preference for Participant's Second Interaction, by Behaviour 

Behaviour R2 F(1, 14) Alpha Power 

Neutral 0.24 4.46 p < 0.054 > 0.42 

Positive 0.03 1.5 p > 0.24 -I 

4.5.2 Group Cohesiveness 

An additional agent and its behaviour were poor predictors of participant attraction-

to-group (Figure E.8 and table E.1). However, Figure 4.1 shows that the order in 

which the participants experienced the agent groups (agent order5
) affected their 

preference6 for a group, with participants preferring their second interaction, R 2 = 

5 Agent order results from a balanced within subjects design for the factor number of agents. 
6When reporting group cohesiveness results, the term preference may be used to enhance text 

readability instead of attraction-to-group. For example, "the participant's preference" is equivalent 
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Table 4.5: Additional Aspects Likely Affecting Participant Attraction-to-Group (Pos-

itive Behaviour) 

Aspect Preference ·-. R2 F(1, 14) Alpha Bon. 

Conversation style: more 1 Agent 0.35 7.51 4 p < 0.016 0.006 
I 

Information discussed with I 

single agent 

Personal style: type feeler- 2 Agents 0.24 4.37 p < 0.056 0.009 

thinker 

Age: older participants 2 Agents 0.18 3.03 p > 0.10 0.05 

0.16, F(1, 30) = 5.86, p < 0.022, (pow > 0.63). Even though participants typically 

rated their second interaction as more cohesive, many participants scored items on 

the cohesion instrument as neutral - preferring neither the single or two agent group. 

More precisely, there was a (strong) statistically significant neutral scoring for RGCR 

questions 3, 7, 9 and 11 (table 4.6). These questions used the language feel and care. 

For example: "I don't care what happens in one group more than the other". 

to "the participant's attraction-to-group". 
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Table 4.6: RGCR Scores by Question (* indicates. p < 0.004) 
I 

I 

Ques. No. of Participants Selecting c2 (2, N = 32) Power 

1 Agent 2 Agents Neutral 

1 12 16 4 p < 0.03 -

2 12 14 6 p > 0.19 -

3 4 4 *24 c2 = 25.0, p < 0.0001 > 0.97 

4 11 13 8 p > 0.55 -

5 9 7 16 p > 0.12 -

6 10 14 8 p > 0.41 -

7 9 4 19 c2 = 10.93, p < 0.0043 > 0.86 

4 
8 9 7 16 p > 0.13 -

9 6 2 *24 c2 = 25. 75, p < 0.0001 > 0.97 

10 11 14 7 p > 0.31 -

11 5 4 *23 c2 = 21.44, p < 0.0001 > 0.96 

12 10 14 8 p > 0.41 -

13 13 15 4 p < 0.04 -
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Interviews (Section 4.5.6) indicated a different user response to the neutral and 

positive ECA behaviours. Figure E.8, although not statistically significant, supports 

this difference in response. In the neutral be~aviour, summary statistics for RGCR 
"I 

indicated a preference for neither group (mean of -0.44 and median of 1.5, where mean 

and median of 0 represents preference for neither group and hegative is a preference 
I 

for the one agent group). In contrast, separate summary statistics of the positive 

behaviour ECAs indicated a preference for the two agent group (mean of 0.88 and 

median of 3.5). In an attempt to understand this difference in user response the 

positive and neutral behaviour were then analyzed separately. The next two subsec-

tions discuss participant attraction-to-group within each behaviour factor separately 

(neutral, positive). 

4.5.2.1 Neutral Behaviour 

The agent order (Figure 4.1) was a marginally significant predictor of participant 

attraction-to-group for neutral behaviour ECAs, R 2 = 0.24, F(1, 14) = 4.46, p < 

0.054, (pow > 0.42); with participant's preferring their second interaction. 

4.5.2.2 Positive Behaviour 

The agent order (Figure 4.1), as a predictor of participant attraction-to-group, was 

not statistically significant for positive behaviour ECAs (p > 0.24). 

For the positive behaviour ECAs, the older the participant the more General in-

formation was discussed with the agents, R 2 = 0.31, F(1, 14) = 6.40, p < 0.024; and 

there was a strong tendency for younger participants to discuss more Item informa-

tion, R 2 = 0.24, F(1, 14) = 4.31, p < 0.057. There was also slightly more prompting 
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in a single agent group; on average 1.6 Prompts versus 1.00 Prompt (almost signifi-

cant, p < 0.083). 

For the following results, refer to Figure 4.2 to view the (respective) linear model's 

variables. The participant's age and the conversation style (for ·/Conversation style 
4 

see Section 4.4.4.2) affected the user's attraction-to-group. An ac\ditional agent was 
I 

preferred by the older participants when its group did not prompt the user and the 

user discussed little with the single agent. The details of the latter are as follows: The 

more information (sum of General, Item and Other from Section 4.4.4.2) discussed 

with the single agent, the more the participant preferred the single agent, R 2 = 0.35, 

F(1, 14) = 7.509, p < 0.016. Accouting for the participant's age7 further increased 

the statistical significance, R 2 = 0.5, F(2, 13) = 6.59, p < 0.011. Also, the less 

prompting by the two agents, the less information discussed with the single agent, 

the more the participant preferred an additional agent, R 2 = 0.47, F(2, 13) = 5.77, 

p < 0.017. Accouting for the participant's age8 increased statistical significance as 

well, R 2 = 0.69, 1<'(3, 12) = 9.03, p < 0.0022. 

Depending on the participant's personal style, user response to the ECA groups 

differed. An additional agent is likely preferred by participants that are more feeler-

thinker9 , R 2 = 0.24, F(1, 14) = 4.37, p < 0.056. Accounting for the participant's age 

and the agent order increased statistical significance. The older the participant who 

is more feeler & thinker and is experiencing the agent order 1-2 (for agent order see 

7From a linear model having two terms (age and the sum of the counts of General, Item and 
Other) and response RGCR. 

8 From a linear model having three terms (Prompts, age and the sum of the counts of General, 
Item and Other) and response RGCR. 

9 The feeler and thinker personal style dimensions were collapsed by summing the feeler and 
thinker values forming a single dimension. 
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Figure 4.1) prefers10 interacting with the two agent group, R 2 = 0.51, F(1, 14) = 4.10, 

p < 0.033. 

., 
' 

I 

10From a linear model having three terms (the sum of feeler and thinker, order and age) a second 
additional agent in the interface and response RGCR. 
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4.5.3 Valence and Arousal 

Neither ECA behaviour nor a second additional agent , predicts the participant's 

valence (Figure E.5, and for more detail see Figure E.4). Partic
1
ipant valence decreases 
' 

after the first interaction, t(31) = 2.35, p < 0.026, (pow > 0. 76); and, as seen in Figure 
I 

4.3, continues to decrease when the additional agent is removed from the two agent 

group (order 2-1), t(31) = 2.15, p < 0.5. 

As illustrated by Figure 4.3, the order in which the participant encountered the 

ECA groups affected their valence. Having participants interact with the one agent 

group and, subsequently, adding a second ECA to the interface scored higher in 

valence than beginning with the two agent group and removing the additional agent 

from the interface, R 2 = 0.15, F(1, 30) = 5.19, p < 0.03, (p > 0.54). 

The independent variables did not have a statistically significant effect on partici-

pant arousal (Figure E.7, and for more detail see Figure E.6). However, Figure 4.4 in-

dicates tha participants found the first interaction arousing, t(31) = 3.5, p < 0.0015. 

4.5.4 Self-Efficacy 

The additional agent and its behaviour had no statistically significant effect on par-

ticipant's self-efficacy. On the other hand, Figure 4.5 illustrates that self-efficacy did 

increase over time; between T1 and T2, and a weaker effect between T2 and T3 (T1-

T2: t(31) = 3.16, p < 0.0035; T2-T3: t(31) = 2.03 , p < 0.051) (for more detail see 

Figure E.3). 
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Figure 4.5: Participant Self-Efficacy Over Time 
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4.5.5 Additional Results 

Two (unrelated) additional results that contribute to the discussion in Section 4.6 

are: 
! 

4 

• As expected (due to the established behaviour Section 4.4.2.2), the Figure 
I 

I 

4.6 shows the positive behaviour ECAs dispensed more General and Item in-

formation compared to neutral behaviour ECAs (respectively: R 2 = 0.75, 

F(1, 30) = 92.21, p < 0.0001; and R 2 = 0.21, F(1, 30) = 8.11, p < 0.008, 

pow> 0.76). 

• As seen in Figure 4.7, the stronger the participant's personal style sensor the 

more Item information they extracted from the single agent,R2 = 0.31, F(1, 30) = 

13.37, p < 0.00098. 
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Figure 4.7: Linear Fit Between Sensor and Item Information Discussed with the 
Single Agent 

4.5.6 Interviews 

Participants reported the one user one agent interaction as more personal (intimate). 

This single agent group received few other comments. With an additional agent in 

the interface, participants focused on the inter-agent dialogue. The positive aspects 

of the two agent group were different points of view and the inter-agent dialogue 

which allowed, according to participants, greater time to think and digest the desert 

survival information. On the other hand, several participants found the inter-agent 

dialogue distracting and too spontaneous. 
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Several participants reported a second additional agent, in the neutral behaviour 

two agent group, was purposeless. Overall, participants communicated that the neu

tral behaviour lacked body language (e.g. g~~tures, smiles, eye movement) and re

quired more personality, and that the emotionless voice required improvement. In 

comparison, the positive behaviour received few comments. 1 

It became very clear during interviews that the greater the participant's (desert) 

survival knowledge the more poorly the ECAs were perceived to perform. Participants 

with survival knowledge asked pointed questions which the agents could not answer, 

frustrating the participants. 

Two suggested improvements were: agents should communicate item importance 

through body language (e.g. more excited for more important items) and the embod

ied conversational agents should learn from past experiences (e.g. remember answers 

and information provided by the participant). 

4.6 Discussion 

This section discusses how attraction-to-group is dependent on the ECA group's be

haviour and user traits (age and personal style). It also discusses valence & arousal, 

and self-efficacy in context of the experiment's independent variables. That is, the 

first three sections discuss the results in context of the variables and hypotheses pre

sented in Chapter 4. Section 4.6.4 describes additional user responses to ECAs and 

ECA groups. 
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4.6.1 Group Cohesiveness 

' f I· 

Group cohesion was hypothesized to be greater when interacting with two ECAs 

compared to one. The difference visible in Fig_ure E.l is not supported by statistical 
'I , 

tests. Collecting more data might increase support for HH On the other hand, 

I 
cohesion may involve more factors than accounted for by this Efxperiment. 

During interviews, several participants thought little difference existed between 

the single agent and the two agent group. They questioned the purpose of the second 

agent. Two participants suggested a difference in personality between the two agents 

would result in this situation being superior than the single agent group. They said, 

" ... witb variant personality two agents would bave been better." and "I definitely 

tbink two people would be more effective. Tbey just need different personalities.". 

Clearer differences between ECAs will likely improve the multi-ECA interface and its 

group cohesion rating. 

Althoug clearer differences between ECAs should increase cohesive ratings, the 

contributions to participant response include aspects external to the interface. There 

is some indication that older subjects focused more on General information and pre-

ferred interacting with a second additional ECA rather than a single agent. The 

younger subjects focused more on the personal aspect of the conversation (Section 

4.5.2.2). These quantitative results were supported by the interviews. For example, 

an older subject said "two beads are better ... you 're going to want more tban one opin-

ion" and a younger subject said "one on one was more personal". Older participants 

desire general information dispensed by two agents whereas younger participants de-

sire targeted information dispensed by a personal agent (Section 4.5.2.2 and 4.5.6). 
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A surprisingly strong correlation exists between the participant's personal style 

(sensor) and the amount of Item information extracted from the single agent. Fur-

thermore, participant's personal style (thinker-feeler) affects preference for one or two 

agent groups. Enhancing the linear model to include learning
4
effect and participant 

age increases the statistical significance (Section 4.5.2.2). Pertsonal style's influence 
I 

on attraction-to-group remains the strongest measured effect. 

The participant's age and personal style are two aspects external to the interface 

that may have a greater impact on group cohesion score than differences between 

ECAs. Even though the user-ECA interaction is complex and factors beyond the 

ECA's control affect group cohesion rating, intuitively two ECAs should rate as more 

cohesive than one; simply because a single ECA is not immediately perceived as 

a group. Even with these additional effects, collecting more data might produce 

significant results for the two ECA group over the single agent group (see table E.l). 

Group cohesion was expected to be greater when interacting with positive be-

haviour ECAs over neutral behaviour ECAs but little support was found for this 

conjecture. Without collecting more data or changing the experiment's design from 

between-subjects to within-subjects for investigating behaviour effects, the results 

suggest (Section 4.5.2 and 4.5.6) tuning multi-ECA behaviour would increase their 

group cohesion rating. 

When participants responded positively to the single agent group it appears to be 

due to the personal (one on one) nature of the interaction; whereas user response to 

the two agent group focused on the inter-agent dialogue. For example, participants 

discussing the single agent group said "one on one was more personal ... ! bad a more 

clear vision wben I was talking witb tbe one; sbe was more forward." and "Talking to 
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the one agent is like having a discussion. {With} two agents, I didn't get that discussion 

on the go (happening)." whereas representative comments on the two agent group 

were as follows: "{With the two agents, theyJ. __ interrupted the conversation."; "The 
'I 

peripheral comments make the computer seem more independfnt". Improving inter-

agent dialogue should increase group cohesion for those parti~ipants who responded 
I 

negatively to the inter-agent dialogue, with an overall effect of greater group cohesion 

for the positive behaviour over the neutral behaviour. 

From time to time, the ECAs would prompt the user (e.g. "What do you think?"). 

Prompting was perceived poorly in the two agent group but not in the single agent 

group even though more prompting (on average) happened in the single agent group. 

Some participants discussed prompting during the interview with such statements 

as "I did not think the 'What do you think?' was relevant." or "I really did not 

know what to answer to the 'What do you think?'.". Eliminating prompts should 

further increase the positive behaviour:s group cohesion rating relative to the neutral 

behaviour's. 

When RGCR questions involved language that suggests emotion (e.g. Q3 "I don't 

care what happens in one group more than the other."), participants preferred neither 

group more than the other (table 4.6). No other RGCR responses had such strong 

statistical significance (only questions 1 and 13 were also statistically significant). 

Comments on ECA emotion such as "it's not emotion ... the emotion is programmed 

in" reflected the general belief that ECAs are emotionless. Neither group evoked 

an emotional connection with the participant, apparently because the participants 

viewed the embodied conversational agents as emotionless. It should be easier to 

increase group cohesion with functional changes (e.g. type of information dispensed 
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and manner in which the information is communicated) rather than enhancing the 

embodied conversational agent by modeling emotion. In other words, since users 

appear to reject ECAs as emotional then users may respond poorly to ECAs with . ., 
emotion no matter who well the "emotion" is implemented. 4 

4.6.2 Valence and Arousal 

Participants valence seems more dependent on agent behaviour than on the number of 

agents (Figure E.5) and their experience using the interface (Figure 4.3). This agrees 

with previous research stressing the importance of behaviour (e.g. [10, 24, 37, 93]). 

Adding a second additional agent to the single agent group was expected to increase 

participant valence relative to the single agent group. This expectation relied on group 

cohesion being more pronounced in the two agent group than was actually observed. 

More decisive cohesion results would provide insight into participant valence in single 
./ 

and two agent groups. 

The results surrounding arousal are likely explained by a "novelty effect". The 

first ECA-participant interaction is arousing and subsequent interactions generally 

maintain this level of increased arousal (Figure E.6). The second interaction lacks 

the originality that caused initial arousal. Conversing with one agent followed by 

two, although not statistically significant , maintained participant's arousal relative 

to the agent order 2-1. This further supports the "novelty" explanation since the 

agent order 1-2 adds to the novelty of the conversational interface whereas the order 

2-1 removes elements from the interface (particularly in the positive behaviour where 

the ECAs interact). 
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4.6.3 Self-Efficacy 

Self-efficacy increased after each participant-EGA interaction, with the second in-

crease being less significant than the first (Figure 4.5). Som~ participants were un-

able to indicate a second increase in self-efficacy, using the ins~rument, since they had 

I 

already recored a maximum self-efficacy score. With a modifi~d instrument capable 

of capturing the second increase in self-efficacy, one may be able to measure a second 

increase. 

Vicarious experience may explain why participant's self-efficacy changed over the 

course of their interactions. A vicarious experience is discussed as an individual com-

paring their abilities to others. In the case of the experiment, participants comparing 

their DSP abilities to prior DSP abilities could contribute to a vicarious desert sur-

vival experience. Information obtained from each conversation provided more context 

for the participant's desert-survival-problem-item ranking. The better the participant 

understood he DSP the stronger their belief in their abilities to properly rank the 

items. This would explain the results discussed in Section 4.5.4. 

4.6.4 Additional User Responses 

Additional responses to ECAs were collected from experimenter observation, statis-

tical data (Section 4.5) and interviews with participants. Although these additional 

responses do not directly address the hypotheses, they are expected to help in ECA 

design and the understanding of user response to ECA interfaces. 
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4.6.4.1 Usability 

The participant's ability to use the 2-agent interface improved when they experienced 

the single agent first. Participants were more .~ontent (greater valence) to experience ., 
' 

the agent order 1-2 rather than 2-1. Examining the effect of a~nt order on attraction

to-group for ECAs with positive behaviour, the order 1-2 had ,a larger effect (father 

from zero) than 2-1. During the interviews, participants who experienced the agent 

order 2-1 made comments such as: " ... two agents, tbat was tbe problem. Did sbe finisb 

or was tbere something next"; "Two agents was like a tag team."; "Wbat I liked tbe 

least is tbe random popping up." . On the other hand, participants experiencing the 

agent order 1-2 made comments such as: "I like tbe one witb two people cause you 

get two different views."; "I like it wben tbey played oH eacb otber.". In multi-ECA 

interfaces , users should most likely interact with a single embodied conversational 

agent before interacting with many. 

4.6.4.2 Google: Analogizing to the Familiar 

Rather than being conversational most users began by entering keywords. When 

questioned about their reluctance to write in full sentences, the participants responded 

with statements such as "I assumed it would understand sborter sentences ... It would 

be like Coogle- type a word and tbings come up." or "Witb tbe computer you're use to 

typing sbort commands ... tbe Coogle tbing.". Participants expected less functionality 

of the ECA interface and relied on previous experiences to guide their conversational 

behaviour. ECAs should most likely demonstrate meta-conversation competence in 

order to describe their conversational skills and the correct interaction techniques to 
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their user. 

4.6.4.3 Future ECAs 

During the interviews, participants were asked to consider a ·~ociety with embodied 
~ 

conversational agents and to comment on such a society. Particiipants concentrated on 

loss of employment, ECA purpose and user-ECA relationships. This questioning was 

developed serendipitously and, as such, this section relates more closely to ECAs as 

a destination for the evolving computer interface rather than the thesis' main theme. 

Participants felt ECAs were well suited as information dispensers such as infor-

mation kiosks staff or for uninterrupted service positions such as tech-support. These 

traits were seen as positive attributes for a home security ECA - an ECA replacing 

the conventional home alarm system. Although participants responded positively to 

an ECA society, a major concern was loss of employment. Embodied conversational 

agents were expected to replace students in "menial" (terminology used by partici-

pants) jobs such as a cashier. However, participants were convinced that ECAs would 

fail in positions requiring emotions or an emotional understanding. 

Participants had privacy concerns over the information collected by ECAs during 

user-ECA relationships since embodied conversational agents could facilitate access 

to people's private information. Viewing the ECA as an information collecting sys-

tern paralleled the participant's expectation that an emotional link would be absent 

in user-ECA relationships. However, many participants feared people would become 

addicted to interacting with their ECAs. They expected people to lose their social ca-

pabilities and sever the human connection. In several discussions, participants voiced 

concerns that people could fall in love with their ECAs and abuse the technology 
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pornographically. 

Participants seemed uneasy with the prospect of software replicating human func-

tion. In some sense asking themselves, "Wh~t purpose would humans serve if rna-
., 

chines were human?". 

4.6.5 Discussion Summary 

The group's positive behaviour appears to increase user preference for the two agent 

group. The results suggest that user preference for an ECA group depends on factors 

other than the number of agents and their behaviour. Age, personal style, dialogue 

Prompts and information dispensed by the single agent group affect user attraction-

to-group. With respect to the user's emotional state, valence increases for the agent 

order 1-2 and arousal increase after the first group interaction. The increase in valence 

is attibuted to interface usability and arousal to the "novelty effect". The increase 

in the user' self-efficacy over time is attributed to a vicarious experience (i.e. users 

comparing their abilities over the duration of the experiment). 
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Chapter 5 

., 
4 

Conclusion and Future Work 

This thesis set out to study ECA groups through WOZECA, a framework for simulat-

ing user-ECA group interaction, and an experiment that investigated user response 

to an additional second agent in an ECA-group. Section 5.1 discusses WOZECA and 

Section 5.1.1 suggests several improvements to the implemented framework. Section 

5.2 distills t . e experiment and Section 5.2.1 proposes future work. 

5.1 WOZECA 

WOZECA simulates user-ECA group interaction using configurable video clips and 

a behind-the-scenes Wizard. The ECA's characteristics (see Section 2.2) are driven 

by a Wizard's ability to use the provided input and output mechanisms (web cam, 

chat program, agent movie clips) via his interface. Of these characteristics, ECA 

persona depends heavily on the available movie clips. Non-linear conversation style 

(a point at which the conversation can take multiple directions, such as two questions 

asked simultaneously) and users choosing the topic of conversation are two possible 
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weaknesses discussedin the following paragraphs. 

When the user asks two or more questions at once (e.g. Is the ball green and the 

square blue?), it is often difficult to answer botl·~ __ questions in a natural manner. Since 

I 
users seem to tolerate breakdown in the conversation, one m~chanism for handling 

non-linear conversation is to ignore all but one aspect of the usE!r's statement reestab-
' 

lishing conversation linearity. For example, if the user asks "Is the ball green and the 

square blue?'', the embodied conversational agent answers "The square is not blue. 

Maybe we can talk about the green diamonds.". 

Users will choose the topic of conversation if none is supplied. This makes a 

dialogue between the user and ECA more difficult to maintain. Restricting the con-

versation topic and a time constraint (e.g. 6 minutes) can improve the Wizard's 

ability to maintain a dialogue with the user. In this context, two important conversa-

tional aspects are "greetings" and "redirection" for these maintain the conversational 

topic within bounds that are addressable by the recorded clips. A proper greeting 

constrains the conversation and provides a direction for the first user-agent dialogue, 

and redirections are statements that allow the Wizard to change the topic when it 

deviates from the expected and feasible. 

These weaknesses in the set of video clips and agent persona are addressed by 

recording additional video clips. Weaknesses related to simulation of the remaining 

ECA characteristics did not surface during the pilot sessions or experiment. The 

framework successfully simulated the experiment's one agent group and two agent 

group. Furthermore, WOZECA is capable of a variety of ECA experiments but 

may be extended (e.g. new input/ output devices) to increase the scope of possible 

experiments. 
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5.1.1 Future WOZECA 

WOZECA is primarily restricted by its input and output mechanisms (web cam, 

chat program, agent movie clips). Improvem~nts to WOZECA's current input and ., 
' 

output mechanisms, or additional mechanisms, should increase the variety and scope 

of possible experiments. 

Audio would augment the Wizard's ability to understand body language and user 

dialogue messages. For example, audio could help differentiate between a frustrated 

(grunts or sighs) and happy (giggles) user. Audio would also permit the Wizard to 

listen to the dialogue between the experimenter and subject during an experiment 

(e.g. when the subject request help from the experimenter); reacting accordingly. 

Using several (two or three) high-quality web cams could provide the Wizard with 

a more complete and detailed view of the participant. This would also extend ECA 

physical awareness. Future experiments could more comfortably include physical 

aspects of the lab environment. 

Adding artificial intelligence to the Wizard interface that highlights, and possibly 

filters, movie clip buttons would increase the speed, accuracy and consistency of the 

Wizard's response. This could avoid an inappropriate response mistakenly selected 

by the Wizard. A more complicated mechanism, that would also improve the ECA 's 

communicational awareness, is software that converts text to speech. The Wizard 

would be free to respond to users with any written statement which would, then, be 

spoken by the ECAs using the text to speech software. With this software, ECAs 

would be capable of natural dialogue (from the Wizard). This software would also 

address user suggestions to have the ECA's learn from past experiences ( e.i. the 
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Wizard would be free to refer to past experiences). 

From a user's perspective, the interface's fluidity and consistency needs improve-

ment. Movie clip windows should no longer a-r.pear; rather an alive ECA should be 

present during the entire interaction. Moving to animated EQAs would remove the 

minor inconsistencies (these id not appear to affect experimental results) in lighting 
I 

and actor location, relative to the window frame, captured during recording. Fur-

thermore, animated ECAs may facilate the implementation of communicating item 

importance through body language. 

WOZECA's weakest implementation component is Revolution due to its awkward 

scripting language and runtime environment. Replacing Revolution with a equivalent 

component programmed using Python would provide programming language con-

sistency across every WOZECA component. This consistency is likely to increase 

WOZECA's maintainability by allowing programmers to focus on mastering one lan-

guage rather than several and permitting the entire system to be more easily version 

controlled. 

An immediate improvement to WOZECA would see integration of audio, use of 

animated video clips, and components programmed using Revolution replaced with 

equivalent components written in Python. 

5.2 The WOZECA Experiment 

Designing an experiment consisting of between and within subject measures com-

plicated data analysis in R. For example, comparing repeated measures across both 

within and between subject groups involved R programming (to convert raw data to 
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a format expected by the built-in R functions). A design incorporating within subject 

measures (only) balanced by a Latin square would have simplified data analysis in R. 

The ECA's chosen shirt colours and the d~erence in user interface window size, 

between the one-agent group and two-agent group, did not4 appear to affect user 

response (e.g. users did not comment on these aspects during1their interview). 
I 

The attraction-to-group construct successfully represented user preference for an 

ECA group. It captured participants' preference for the one agent group even though, 

during the interview, several participants expressed the expectation that the two agent 

group more aptly suited the DSP context. 

A within-subjects experiment directly comparing the positive and neutral be-

haviour might confirm or refute the expected link between behaviour and group co-

hesion. Another approach that might confirm or refute this link is collecting more 

data (increasing N) under the current experiment design. The selected approach 

would likely depend on convenience and ease of implementation. For example, a 

within-subjects experiment should require fewer participants and would be a better 

suited for cases where there is low experiment participation. Since the outcome is 

desired to produce a large effect (to manipulate group cohesion), it may be more ap-

propriate to modify ECA behaviour to produce a large effect rather than increasing 

N to identify small effects. 

To confirm or refute the link between the number of agents and group cohesion, 

changes in the current experiment are suggested. Based on interview responses, the 

agents in the two agent group should differ in order to produce a strong response 

from experiment participants. For example, ECAs could differ by having conflicting 

DSP item rakings and associated reasoning. 
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These experiments should continue to measure the user's emotional state (valence 

and arousal) due to the insight into user response to ECA groups that this measure 

has provided. However, it is suggested that t{~ese experiments no longer measure 
·: 

self-efficacy, as they are not expected to affect user self-efficaay given self-efficacy's 

dependence on time. Instead, experiments could be specificafl designed to better 

comprehend user self-efficacy and ECA groups. 

Within the current experiment, ECA behaviour influences user attraction-to-

group and valence more than the number of agents, whereas arousal and self-efficacy 

depend on time. Within the positive ECA behaviour, the user's attraction-to-group 

is determined by their age and personal style. Generally, older users and users that 

scored higher on the feeler-thinker personal style scale preferred two agents. With 

two agents in the interface, participants focused on the agent-agent interaction. The 

results suggest that these participants were judging the ECA's social abilities and 

that appropr"ate ECA behaviour within the two agent group likely differs from the 

single agent group (e.g. prompting). 

User's personal style had a much stronger impact on group cohesion and user 

response than expected. Not only could ECA interfaces accommodate personal style, 

computer systems interfaces may benefit from considering personal style and person-

ality during design. For example, operating system users could complete a personal 

style questionnaire and as a result their initial default interface (e.g. colours, icons, 

style, button positions) would account for their personal style. 

Users approach the ECA interface with the preconception that ECAs are emotion-

less search tools. Although this notion is easily extinguished, it leads to the thought 

that ECAs should be capable of meta-conversation to establish ECA capabilities. 
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Meta-conversation is expected to become particularly relevant when users routinely 

encounter ECAs with varying degrees of capability. 

Before users interact with a multi-ECA inte:r:~ace, users could interact with a single 

ECA to establish an understanding of the ECA's abilities ( e.g. ; gestural, intelligence, 

conversational). Once the user understands how to interact ~ith a single ECA, a 
I 

second is much more likely to improve the interface rather than upset the user. 

Users hold preconceived notions of future ECAs' role in society. By and large, 

participants worried that future ECAs would weaken human social connections (to 

the extreme of pornographic addiction to ECAs) as well as reduce employment oppor-

tunities. Embodied conversational agents may need to overcome users' preconceived 

notions to increase their effectiveness. 

Given an understanding of ECAs and ECA groups acquired throughout this thesis, 

the following are suggestions for the ECA and ECA group interface: 

• Use an ECA-group in an information dispensing context 

• Provide ECAs with meta-conversational abilities to help users understand the 

ECA interface's capabilities 

• Introduce the user to a single ECA prior to an ECA group 

• ECA group members should differ in appearance and behaviour 

• ECA groups and their members' appearance should be consistent with their 

behaviour 

• Concentrate on perfecting the ECA and ECA group's behaviour 
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• Allow the user to return to their original ECA group 

5.2.1 Future Experiments 

1 
Although embodied conversational agents are becoming more oophisticated and natu

ral, their value depends on discovering situations in which the E~As and their groups 

are effective for users. Future work should refine and discover the characteristics that 

affect user response within ECA groups. This subsection suggests several avenues for 

refining these characteristics. They are: delimiting ECA meta-conversation require-

ments; the effects of personality and personal style on user response to ECA groups; 

and user response to embodied conversational agents with conflicting views. 

An embodied conversational agent's meta-conversational abilities are anticipated 

to be important, for conveying the purpose and abilities of the ECA interface. The 

meta-conversational questions posed by users may fall outside of conventional ques-

tioning. For example, users may be interested in the amount of personal information 

stored by the ECA, as well as who has access to this information and the ECAs 

physical components. Consequently, meta-conversational ECAs will likely require a 

model of their self that may include details beyond those encountered during normal 

human conversation. Perhaps a more difficult problem will be how an ECA conveys 

this self information using terminology appropriate to each user. Future research 

could develop an understanding of the meta-conversational boundaries and build the 

components required to implement ECA meta-conversational abilities. 

A more elaborate experiment concentrating on the effect of personal style on user 

response could clarify the impact and breadth of a user's personal style on their ECA 
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interface. One possibility is adopting an approach employed by Reeves and Nass 

[70] - locate a successful psychology experiment related to personal style and groups, 

and replicate it using ECAs as group members. Assuming users respond to ECAs 
. 

in accordance to the existing knowledge on personal style, EC~s should benefit from 

the ability to measure their user's personal style. In other words, ECAs could use 

small-talk to perform a real-time personal style assessment. 

It would be interesting to discover user response to ECAs with conflicting views 

and ECAs arguing amongst themselves. An immediate application of argumentative 

ECAs could be electronic games. Under this context, group cohesion may not be 

an appropriate instrument for measuring user response to argumentative ECAs given 

the objective of these ECAs may be to entertain (e.g. "evil" game characters arguing 

with game "heroes"). 

A possible experiment would begin to establish when users strongly prefer a two 

agent group over a single agent group. This experiment would be similar to the 

experiment described in Chapter 4. It would be a balanced within subjects design 

with one factor (the number of agents) having two levels (one agent, two agents), 

where the two agents differ in persona. 

5.3 Final Thought 

Adding an additional second agent to a single agent group appears to modify user 

response. As shown by Morishima et al. (Section 2.1), this second ECA should be 

beneficial, under certain conditions, to ECA interface users. The thesis results suggest 

these conditions include ECA groups with group members differing in appearance 
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and behaviour. By simulating ECAs and their characteristics, WOZECA will help 

establish which ECA differences are beneficial to ECA interfaces. 

'I , 
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Appendix A 

Brief History of ECAs 

Throughout the ages, humankind has struggled to understand and artificially replicate 

characteristics and abilities such as the articulation of members, personality or the 

ability to solve puzzles. 

In the eighteenth century, organicist automaton makers duplicated human appear

ance and processes using machines to discover the similarities and differences between 

themselves and the machines. The nineteenth century saw the creation of automa

tons for the purpose of entertainment rather than explanation [20] . A well know 

automaton is the Fh1teur (Flute Player) created by mechanician Jacques Vaucanson 

(1709-1782) in 1738. He unveiled the Flute Player to citizens of Paris, and amazed 

them, when the wood structure filled with cords, axles, levers, pulleys, chains, pipes, 

valves and bellows played perfectly harmonized music [49, page 162] . 

Artists share this self-fascination and have depicted humanoid life-like robots in a 

multitude of media over many years. In 1920, the theatrical piece R.U.R (Rossum's 

Universal Robots) by Karel Capek introduced the world to the word "robot", the 
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Czech word for "worker" [84]. HAL-9000, of "Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey", 

was a notably malicious life-like humanoid; life-like in soul rather than appearance. 

Robots are also depicted as helpful and intelligent, such as Star War's C3PO. People 
't 

of varying backgrounds across many disciplines have molded a; similar idea - life-like 

robots- from the same creative clay. 

In 1950, Alan Turing proposed the Turing test which measures a computer's com-

petence at human-like conversation and, if passed, is a mark of an intelligent machine. 

From the time of the Turing test, various humanoid components have come to exist 

either in the form of an idea, an algorithm or a physical component. Licklider real-

ized, possibly not the first, that more effective computers would converse and think 

at a human level (46]. He discussed such things as speech-recognition and talking to 

machines. Shortly after, the discipline of Human-Computer Interaction imagined and 

realized trainable gesture recognition (Teitelman in 1964) and augmented reality (Ivan 

Sutherland from 1965 to 1968) [55]. Eventually, Minsky applied and popularized1 the 

term agent with his book "The Society of Minds" [50, pages 17-37]. Minsky's agents 

are atomic elements of intellect; existing alone they are unintelligent but connected, 

Minsky believes, they are truly intelligent. Such simple beginnings have given rise 

to a substantially more complex agent. The human puzzle is slowly being assembled 

from its pieces. 

People such as writers, artists, film makers and scientists have dreamed of the 

embodied conversational agent housed in a physically-real robotic body. However, 

only a primitive realization of the latter exists; as Bickmore notes, work with ECAs 

has only begun [8]. 

1 From my research and according to Nakajima et al. (56]. 
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Appendix B 

Detailed Procedure 

Below is the procedure followed during the experiment with material read to the 

participants in quotes (e.g. "Hello"). A minor variation on this procedure exists 

where the participant interacts with one ECA followed by two ECAs (i.e. interchange 

one and two, and correct the English accordingly). 

1. Pre-treatement 

• The participant's computer speakers are turned on to the correct volume 
(sound check). 

• The screen saver is off. 

• Assign a number (#C2-1 or #NC2-1) to the participant and record the 
number on all questionnaires. 

• The server is started. 

• The Chat window is properly centered on the participant's computer and 
is the correct size. 

• The background is set to 2 agents. 

• Sign voucher; Record name and MUN #; 

"I will be reading tbe instructions to you so tbat I do not forget something. Tbe 
goal of tbis experiment is to understand wbat is required to build successful 
virtual people, or agents. A person tbat exists on a computer screen tbat is 
controlled by a computer is a virtual person, or an agent. I am witb you during 
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the entire experiment which will take about one and a half hours. I'll give you 
the questionnaires at the appropriate times and teach you how to talk to the 
agents. I may take some notes during your conversation with the agents. Before 
we start, I'll need your consent." 

2. Participant reads consent form; sign. 

3. Ask participant: Do you have any questions? 

4. Scenario: "You will complete the Desert Survival Problerrl. The Desert Survival 
Problem requires that you rank eight items from most important to least im
portant for survival in the desert. Once you have answered two questionnaires 
and ranked the Desert Survival Problem items, you will interact with agents on 
the computer. The agents will share their desert survival knowledge during a 
six minute period. After the six minutes have elapsed, you will again answer 
some questions and rank the Desert Survival Problem items; and so on ... " 

Ask participant: Do you have any questions? 

5. "The long term goal is to build future agents that work well with you, and work 
well for you. In order to do this, an understanding of who you are is required. 
The next questionnaire will help make agents more sensitive to individual dif
ferences." 

Participant completes: data collection 1 

6. "Imagine that you crashed-landed a helicopter in the middle of the desert and 
that you were able to salvage items from the body of the helicopter. You know 
that search and rescue teams are looking for you but you do not know whether 
they will find you in hours, days or weeks. The Desert Survival Problem requires 
that you rank eight items from most important to least important for survival 
in the desert." 

Participant completes: DSP ranking labeled "before" 

7. "Again, the long term goal is to build future agents that work well with you, and 
work well for you. The next questionnaire will help make agents more sensitive 
to individual differences." 

Participant completes: data collection 3 labeled "before" 

8. "This next questionnaire will help capture how the agents affect you." 

Participant completes: Valence, Arousal Images labeled "before" 

9. Experimenter teaches participant how to use Chat tool 

"It's time to sit in front of the computer. I'm going to teach you how to use 
the chat tool before you have a conversation with the agents. To Chat with the 
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agents about desert survival you will have to use the Chat tool. You can see 
it on the screen (experimenter points). It works similar to MSN or IRC; if you 
know what they are. You must type the messages you wish to send and when 
you are ready to send your message you must hit the enter key. Let's send a 
message together. Type "hi". You can ~ee your message here (experimenter 
points). Now hit the enter key. You have sent "hi" to tHe agents. This is the 
message (experimenter points) history; the messages yo~ send appear in the 
message history." 

10. Give Memory Aid: "Desert Survival Items" to participant. 

"This should help you during your conversation with the agents." 

11. Instructions just prior to interaction 

"Remember, the goal of this experiment is to understand what is required to 
build successful virtual people, or agents. The agents will share their desert 
survival knowledge during a six minute period. Don't forget that the Desert 
Survival Problem requires that you rank eight items (point to the memory aid) 
from most important to least important for survival in the desert. After your 
six minute conversation you will complete four more questionnaires. The agents 
understand more than the 8 desert survival item words. The agents will tell 
you when they do not understand something. "When you are ready to talk to 
the agents type "hello" and press enter." 

6 MINUTE INTERACTION 

Agent terminates conversation 

12. "There are three questionnaires that I would like you to complete. The first 
questionnaire captures your reaction; please complete it now." 

Participant completes: Valence, Arousal Images labeled "middle" 

13. "The Desert Survival Problem requires that you re-rank the eight i t ems from 
most important to least important for survival in the desert." 

Participant completes: DSP ranking labeled "middle" 

14. Change background to 1 agent 

15. "Again, the long term goal is to build future agents that work well with you, 
and work well for you. The next questionnaire will help make future agents 
more sensitive to individual differences." 

Participant completes: data collection 3 labeled "middle" 

16. "Instructions just prior to interaction: It's time to sit in front of the c omputer, 
again. The agents will share their desert survival knowledge during a six minute 
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period. After your six minute conversation you will complete four more ques
tionnaires. "When you are ready to talk to tbe agent type "bello" and press 
enter." 

6 MINUTE INTERACTION 

Agent terminates conversation 

17. "I would like capture your reaction." . 
I 

Participant completes: Valence, Arousal Images labeled "after" 

18. "Could you re-rank tbe eigbt items from most important to least important." 

Participant completes: DSP ranking labeled "after" 

19. "Tbis will belp make future agents more sensitive to individual diHerences." 

Participant completes: data collection 3 labeled "after" 

20. "Tbis questionnaire sbould belp determine wbicb situation you liked best." 

Participant completes: data collection 5 

21. Post-Experiment Interview 

"At tbis point, I would like to conduct an interview to better understand your 
perspective on tbis experience. After tbe interview tbere is one more question
naire and tben we're done." 

22. Start digital audio recording. 

Some interview questions: 

• What did you think of the experience? 

• How much do you normally use a computer? 

• Which situation/interaction (with the ECAs) did you prefer the most, and 
why? 

• Which situation/interaction (with the ECAs) did you prefer the least, and 
why? 

• Did you feel like a team? 

• Did the agents feel like a real person or a computer generated person? 

• Did you feel that you had a relationship with the agents? 

• Do you think a virtual person could affect your life? make you happy or 
sad? make you stop smoking, exercise more or something similar? 

• Imagine a future society with ECAs, ECAs far more advanced than those 
you experienced. Could you comment on such a society. 
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23. "Again, the next questionnaire will help make future agents more sensitive to 
individual differences. Please read the instructions carefully before completing 
the questionnaire." 

Participant completes: data collection 2 [use booklet for questions (34]; starts 
on page 3] · 
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Appendix C 

Script and Coding 

The video clip statements available to the embodied conversational agents are pre-

sented below. The desert survival information is drawn from the US Army Survival 

Guide [88]. The coding of these statements can be found in square brackets. For 

example, the category water was coded as item information. 

Greeting [other] 

• Hello, my name is Alpha. I am a computer generated personality and I use 
small movies to talk with you. I have been taught some basic desert survival. 
I will be able to give you information and insight into the items that you must 
rank. What item would you like to discuss first? 

• My name is Alpha. 

• bye 

• I'm sorry but we've run out of time, goodbye. 

(Two Agent Greeting) [other] 

• Hello, my name is Alpha. We are computer generated personalities and we use 
small movies to talk with you. 

• And my name is Beta. We have been taught some basic desert survival. We 
will be able to give you information and insight into the items that you must 
rank. What item would you like to discuss first? 
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Positive [other] 

• yes 

• I agree. 

• Definitely true. ., 
' 

Negative [other] 

• no 

• I disagree. 

• Definitely not. 

Neutral [other] 

• maybe 

• I'm not sure. 

• Perhaps yes, perhaps no. 

• I don't know. 

Repeat [repeat] 

• I'm not sure I understood, could you rephrase that. 

• That was confusing could you say that again. 

Redirect [other] 

• This is an unfamiliar topic area. We should focus on desert survival. 

• Consider this ... 

• Which item should we discuss next? 

• What do you think? [coded as prompt, not other] 

• Did you know that ... 

• Continue ... 

Water [item information] 

• the one 2L bottle of water 

• You drink the water. 
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• You can use the empty 2L bottle to trap condensation at dawn, providing more 
water. 

• I would rank the bottle of water as the most important item. 

Canvas [item information] 

• the 6 meter by 6 meter piece of blue canvas 
I 

• The canvas can provide shelter from the sun. It is difficult to build a shelter in 
desert environments so you must have one with you. 

• The canvas can keep you warm at night. 

• Using the canvas, you might be able to trap condensation at dawn, providing 
more water. 

• I would rank the canvas as the second most important item. 

Knife [item information] 

• the knife 

• The knife is necessary if you wish to build anything to increase your chance of 
survival. 

• The knife can given you a feeling of security. 

• I would rank the knife third. 

Mirror [item information] 

• the piece of a mirror 

• The reflection of sunlight off of the mirror can alert the search and rescue teams 
of your whereabouts. 

• You can use the mirror to inspect parts of your body, like your back, that are 
not easy to see. This can be useful if you fall and scrape your back, or worse. 

• I would rank the mirror fourth. 

F lashlight [item information] 

• the flashlight 

• At dusk and at night light travels great distances, the flashlight can alert the 
search and rescue teams of your whereabouts. 
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• The flashlight can help you see at night making nighttime experiences less fright
ening. 

• I would rank the flashlight fifth. 

Map [item information] 

• the map 
I 

• Using the map you could move to a nearby location that' would increase your 
chances of survival, like a small cave. 

• You need the compass if you plan to use the map. 

• I would rank the map sixth. 

Compass [item information] 

• the magnetic compass 

• If you have map reading skills the compass allows you to orient the map 

• properly. 

• I would rank the compass before last. 

Jacket [item information] 

• the ja~et 

• The jacket might be useful during a couple of hours at night when the desert 
cools. 

• The jacket could provide shelter from the sun during the day by holding it above 
your head. 

• I would rank the jacket as the least important item. 

General Information [general information] 

• Deserts can be cold during the night and hot during the day. Most deserts are 
around 10 degrees C at night and up to 60 degrees C during the day. 

• In the desert, the shade can be as much as 20 degrees C cooler than in the sun. 
Being in the shade helps you conserve water by not sweating as much as in the 
sun. 

• People sitting around in 45 degree C heat can require up to 15 liters of water. 
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• People need at least two liters of water per day and deserts only receive 10 
centimeters of rainfall annually water is important. 

• Food digestion requires water so eating food increases your need for water. 

• Deserts have very few plants, that generally do not provide shade and can not 
be eaten. 

• Moving around - doing physical activity - will only increaise your need for water 
so it's best to stay where you are; stay in the shade and move around at dawn 
and dusk. 

• Moving around in the dark is dangerous because you can't see the dangers 
around you, like a cliff or snakes. 

• Most search and rescue teams work during the day; not at night. 

• Often, people that want to survive yet do not have survival skills do better than 
people who have survival skills, but don't have the will to survive. 

• The most important aspect to surviving in the desert is water and shelter. 

• If you can survive, the search and rescue teams will most likely find you. 

Inter-agent Phrases [inter-agent phrases] 

• Interesting information, maybe this will help too ... 

• I woul like to add this ... 

• That made me think of this ... 

• I agree with your ranking. 
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Appendix D 

Questionnaires 

This appendix contains the non-standard questionnaires used in the experiment. 

D.l Consent Form 

Assigned # ___ _ 
I 

I, Neil Barrett , am a student in the department of Computer Science at Memorial 

University. I am investigating human-computer interaction- the study of how people 

perceive and interact with digital media such as computers. I am requesting your 

permission for you to take part in this study. You will be asked to interact with a 

virtual person that appears on the computer monitor. Together, you and the virtual 

person will work on the Desert Survival Problem. Your impressions and experience 

will be noted and discussed. To do so, you will be required to complete some short 

questionnaires and discuss your experience with the experimenter. The experiment 

will take about one and a half hours. All information gathered in this study is strictly 

confidential and at no time will individuals be identified. I am interested in how peo-
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ple, as a whole, interact with computers and not in any individual's performance. 

Participation is voluntary and you do not have to answer questions that make you 

feel uncomfortable and may withdraw at any time (for students: your student status 
'I 

is not affected). The proposal for this research has been appjoved by the Interdis-

ciplinary Committee on Ethics in Human Research at Memotial University. If you 
I 

have ethical concerns about the research (such as the way you have been treated 

or your rights as a participant), you may contact the Chairperson of the ICEHR at 

icehr@mun.ca or by telephone at telephone number. The results of my research will 

be made available to you upon request. If you have any questions or concerns please 

do not hesitate to contact me, Neil Barrett, at Memorial, telephone number. 

I, _____________ , hereby agree to take part in a study on how people 

interact with computers being undertaken by Neil Barrett. I understand that par-

ticipation is entirely voluntary and that I can withdraw permission at any time. All 

information is strictly confidential and no individual will be identified. 

Signature ____________ _ 

D.2 Demographic data 

Assigned # ___ _ 

Sex: M F 

Age: ____ _ 

Occupation / Vocation (if student indicate discipline) 
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Answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 

I have read at least two books on wilderness survival. 

True I False 

I have taken at least one course on wilderness survival. 

True I False 

How many consecutive days have you spent camping with a tent. _____ _ 

I have seen a desert. (in person) 

True I False 

I have been camping in a desert. 

True I False 

D.3 Desert Survival Problem Ranking 

Assigned # ___ _ 

Rank the ite s from 1 to 8 where 1 is the most important to you and 8 is the least 

important. 
___ flashlight 
___ knife 
___ map 
___ magnetic compass 
___ one 2L bottle of water 
___ a piece of a mirror 
___ 6 meter by 6 meter piece of blue canvas 
__ ----.jacket 
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Figure D.l: Image appearing on the DSP ranking questionnaire (www.zeledi.com) 
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f· • . 
D.4 Self-Efficacy 

Assigned # ___ _ 

Circle the appropriate answer. 

1) I am confident in my ranking of the desert survival items. 

Not at all true- Hardly true- Moderately true - Exactly trhe 

2) If I spent time in the desert, I would maintain the ranking of the four items I 

ranked highest or most important. 

Not at all true - Hardly true - Moderately true - Exactly true 

3) I would survive in the desert for 24 hours if I had my six highest ranked or most 

important items. 

Not at all true- Hardly true- Moderately true- Exactly true 

4) I would survive in the desert for 48 hours if I had my six highest ranked or most 

important items. 

Not at all true- Hardly true- Moderately true- Exactly true 

5) In a desert survival situation, I would make decisions that increase my chance of 

survival. 

Not at all true - Hardly true - Moderately true - Exactly true 

D.5 Relative Group Cohesiveness Rating 

Assigned # ___ _ 

For each group of three statements, select one statement that best describes you ( cir-

cle the letter associated with the statement). In other words, read statements a, b 
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and c then circle the letter identifying the statement that is closest to how you feel. 

1. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

I want to remain a member of the t'Y.o agent group. 

I want to remain a member of the one agent group. 1 
4 

I do not prefer to remain a member of one group above the other. 
I 

2. (a) I like my one agent group. 

(b) I do not like one group more than the other. 

(c) I like my two agent group. 

3. (a) I don't care what happens in one group more than the other. 

(b) I don't care what happens in the two agent group. 

(c) I don't care what happens in the one agent group. 

4. (a) I feel involved in what is happening in my two agent group. 

(b) I feel involved in what is happening in my one agent group. 

(c) I do not feel involved in what is happening one group more than the other. 

5. (a) I am no more dissatisfied with one group over the other. 

(b) I am dissatisfied with my two agent group. 

(c) I am dissatisfied with my one agent group. 

6. (a) In spite of individual differences, a feeling of unity exists in the one agent 
group. 

(b) In spite of individual differences, a feeling of unity does not exist in one 
group more than the other. 

(c) In spite of individual differences, a feeling of unity exists in the two agent 
group. 

7. (a) I do not feel part of the one agent group's activities. 

(b) I do not feel part of the two agent group's activities. 

(c) I do not feel part of one group's activities more than the other. 

8. (a) I feel distant from the two agent group. 

(b) I feel distant from the one agent group. 

(c) I do not feel more distant from one group over the other. 

9. (a) I do not feel that my absence would matter to one group more than the 
other. 
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10. 

(b) I feel my absence would not matter to the two agent group. 

(c) I feel my absence would not matter to the one agent group. 

(a) If I was asked to participate in another project like this one, I would like 
to be with the one agent group. . 

! 
(b) If I was asked to participate in another project like~this one, I would like 

to be with the two agent group. 

(c) If I was asked to participate in another project like this one, I would not 
like to be with the one group more than the other. 

11. (a) I do not feel comfortable working with the two agent group. 

(b) I feel no more comfortable working with one group more than the other. 

(c) I do not feel comfortable working with the one agent group. 

12. (a) I do not feel that I worked well with one group more than the other. 

(b) I feel that I worked well with the one agent group. 

(c) I feel that I worked well with the two agent group. 

13. (a) I prefer interacting with one agent rather than two agents. 

(b) I am indifferent as to whether or not I interact with one or two agents. 

(c) I prefer interacting with two agents rather than one agent. 
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Appendix E 

Additional Figures and Tables 
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Table E.1: Effect of Number of Agents on Participant Attraction-to-group. 

Number of Agents 

One "Neither" Two 

Number of Participants Attracted-to-group 13 1 18 
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